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Abstract 
Let the random matrix Smxm has a Wishart distribution with covariance 
matrix S and n degrees of freedom. We consider here the problem of estimating 
the precision matrix D~^ under four different loss functions, Li, L2,1/3 and L4. 
The loss function Li is analogous to the one considered by James and Stein (1961) 
for estimating S. The loss function L2 is the multivariate generalization of the 
univariate quadratic loss function. The loss functions L3 and L4 are analogous 
to Li and L2 respectively but with fewer research work on them. For all these 
loss functions, there exist simple best linear estimators of the form cS~^. In 
this thesis, we propose Haff-type estimators and prove that they are better than 
the best linear estimator. A technique of using the Wishart Identity is heavily 
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1.1 Main Problem 
Estimation of the parameter is one of the important topic in the field of 
statistics. In our thesis, we focus on the area of decision theoretic estimation of a 
precision matrix E~ .^ Although a great deal of work has been done for estimating 
the covariance matrix E (like the papers of Efron and Morris (1976), Haff (1980), 
Leung (1986, 1992), Leung and Muirhead (1987,1988) and Muirhead (1987)), the 
researchers still put great effort on the precision matrix E~^ estimation because 
the inverse of a good estimator of E may not be a reasonable estimator for E~^ 
In this thesis, we consider the problem of estimating the precision matrix S_i 
from the Inverse Wishart distribution which is defined as following. Suppose 
Xi，X2 • • •, Xn are independent, each having m-dimensional normal distribution 
with zero mean and the same covariance matrix E, that is Xi � 7 V ( 0 , E). Then 
the sample dispersion matrix S 二 E t i X^X'- is distributed with a Wishart dis-
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tribution denoted by Wm{n, E) and its inverse 5'"^ will have an Inverse Wishart 
distribution denoted by /H^m(n+rn+l, S—” with density [Anderson(1984), p.268 
E—l fn g_l -i(n+m+l) ^-^tr{^-^S) 
2i^^TmC^n) • 
1.2 Decision Theory and Estimation Problem 
Since the mid-1950s, decision theory has become a very active research area 
in economics, statistics, psychology, and philosophy. The subject of statistics 
deals with making of inferences or drawing of conclusions about the state of 
nature (e.g. unknown parameter 0 € 6 involves in the distribution of the data) 
on the basis of data. The problem of estimation is to guess the state of nature . 
The action is then the announcing of one's guess. If the announced value is <5(x) 
and the actual value is Q, the error would be 5{x) — Q\ and loss is often considered 
to be a function of this error: it is zero when the error is zero, and it in creases as 
the absolute error in creases. Therefore, the loss function (denoted by L(0, S{x))), 
is a real-value function such that 
L{e,6{x)) > 0. y6{x) 
And the risk function, R(0, S{x)) is defined as the expected loss, that is 
R{0,6{x)) = E^[L{e,S{x))]. 
In a decision-theoretic setup, the performance of an estimator is evaluated by its 
risk function. If we say an estimator 6i is better than 62 or Si dominates 62 under 
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a particular loss function, then 
R{9,Si) < R{e,S2) ye e e , 
with strict inequality for some 6. 
In our thesis, the loss functions we consider are 
Li (E- i ,S_i ) = tr (E-^E)- ln|E-^E|-m (1.1) 
L2(E- ' ,E- ' ) = tr(E- 'E - I J ' (1.2) 
L3(E-\E-^) = tr (EE-^)- ln|EE-^|-m, (1.3) 
L4(E- ' ,E- ' ) = t r ( t E - ' - I J ' . (1.4) 
An overview in detail of the work done on the loss functions Li and L2 will be 
presented in Chapter 2. The loss functions L3 and L4 are analogous to Li and 
L2 respectively but with fewer research work on them. Therefore, a justification 
of L3 will be presented in the beginning of Chapter 3. 
The estimators (the guesses of the true parameter E~^) that we consider are 
firstly introduced by Haff (see Haff (1979,1982)): 
啦 - 1 + ^ 爪 ] ， (1-5) 
妒 + ^ 割 . （1.6) 
With the motivation of these two estimators, we design two other estimators 
( B � - i 
。 卜 斤 ^ 1 (1.7) 
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and 
< s + ^ ' r . (1.8) 
We choose c such that cS~^ is the best (smallest risk) linear estimators of E~' 
under the above loss functions ((1.1) - (1.4)) and P is a parameter with value 
between 0 and 1. By the spectral decomposition theorem, S can be decomposed 
as HLH' where H is an m x m orthogonal matrix, L = diag(l1J2,..., lm) with 
li are the eigenvalues of S. It is easy to see that all the estimators ((1.5)-
(1.8)), which have the same eigenvectors as the sample dispersion matrix S, are 
orthogonally invariant. Their eigenvalues are only functions of the eigenvalues of 
S, that is, all estimators are of the form 
t - \ S ) = H ^ L ) H ' , (1.9) 
$(L) = diag{4>i{L),^2{L), •. •，^rn{L)) and 4>i{L) are real-valued function of L. 
For example, 
‘c/k + P! E C ' for (1.5), 
c/h + P k / i : i ^ for (1.6)， 
6JL) = ( A—i 
� ) c /, + / 3 / E C M for (1.7), 
\ / 一1 
c ( “ ^ : V E Z � 2 ) for (1.8). 
Therefore, ^i{L) can be regarded as an estimate of the corresponding eigenvalue 
o fS - i . 
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis 
Haff (1979) showed that the best linear estimator of E~^ under Li is 
- {n-m-l)S-\ 
and in Haff (1980), he showed that the best linear estimator of E—i under L � i s 
{n — m){n — m - 3) ^_^ 
、 z ^ • 
n — 1 
In Chapter 2, the main objective is to prove that the above two simple estimators 
are inadmissible under Li and L2 respectively, each of them is dominated by our 
suggested estimators in (1.5) and (1.6) with suitable choices of f5. Then two Monte 
Carlo simulation studies will be carried out: one is to compare the performance 
between the best linear estimator and our estimators; another is to compare the 
performance between the orthogonal estimator in Krishnamoorthy and Gupta 
(1989) and our estimators. 
In Chapter 3, we will concentrate on the loss function L3 in (1.3) and L4 
in (1.4). Our first two theorems in this Chapter will show that the best linear 
estimator of E~^ is 
nS-\ 
and 
{n + m+l)S-^, 
for L3 and L4 loss function respectively. Then we will show that they are inad-
missible and each of them is dominated by our suggested estimators in (1.7) and 
(1.8) with the suitable choices of f5. Finally, a Monte Carlo simulation study will 
5 
be carried out to compare the performance between the best linear estimator and 
the new proposed estimators. 
6 
Chapter 2 
Improved Estimation of the 
Normal Precision Matrix using 
the Li and L2 loss functions 
A symmetric m x m random matrix S is said to follow a Wishart Distribution 
if S can be written as 
s = jzii< = x'x, 
i=l 
where xi are independent Nm[fM, ^) random vector. This distribution is denoted 
by Wm{n, E, $), where E is called the scale matrix, n the degree of freedom, 
$ = Z)P=i fMiA the (m x m symmetric) noncentrality matrix. When $ = 0, the 
Wishart distribution becomes the central Wishart, denoted simply by W^(n, E). 
Its inverse, 6*_i, has an inverse Wishart distribution with unknown precision 
matrix E~ .^ The central inverse Wishart is fulfilled when $ = 0. Therefore S~^ 
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follow a central inverse Wishart distribution, denoted by IWm{n + m + 1，S—i ) 
see Muirhead (1982) for details'. 
In this chapter, based on a data matrix Z = ( Z i , . . . , Z^) : m x n with 
independent columns Zi � N m { 0 , E), we concern with the problem of estimating 
the unknown precision matrix S - i of the central inverse Wishart matrix S~^ = 
{Z'Z)~^ under two loss functions 
L i { t - \ S_i) = tr(E-^E) - ln |E-^| — m, (2.1) 
and 
i>2(S-i,S-i) = tr (E- 'E — / J 2 . (2.2) 
The loss function Li (entropy type-l) is analogous to the one considered by James 
and Stein (1961) for estimating E. The loss function L2[Selliah (1964)] is the 
multivariate generalization of the univariate quadratic loss function, proposed 
by Selliah (1964). Note that both loss functions are fully invariant under the 
group of affine transformations S — ASA' for Amxm and strictly convex [see 
Sharma (1980), proved by Cacoullos and Olkin (1965)]. The affine equivariant 
for estimators E- i turn out to be of the form cS~^ [see Pal (1993)] where c are 
positive constants for different invariant loss functions. These estimators have 
constant risks, independent of E. Haff (1980) showed that the optimal values of 
c for Li is 
ci = n - m 一 1, (2.3) 
which is also the unbiased estimator of E~"\ and for L2 [see Haff (1979)] is 
(n — m)(n — m — 3) , � 
C2 = ^ ^ - . 2.4 
n — 1 \ ‘ 
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Unfortunately, these simple estimators are inadmissible [see Pal (1993)]. Here, 
we provide two estimators E~^ which dominate CkS~^  for each loss functions 
Lk, k = 1, 2 respectively. The are the Haff-type estimators with the form 
Ck[S-' + j ^ I m l (2.5) 
and 
c&[S_i + ^ ^ (2-6) 
for certain nonnegative constants P. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We give a brief summary of 
previous works in section 2.1. Lemmas for calculating risks are given in section 
2.2. Our improved estimators for E~^ under Li and L2 are derived in section 
2.3 and section 2.4 respectively. The results of Monte Carlo studies are listed in 
section 2.5. 
2.1 Previous Work 
Precision matrix estimation problems under loss functions Li and L2 have 
been studied by various authors. The most relevant papers here are those of Olkin 
and Selliah (1977), Haff (1979), Sharma and Krishnamoorthy (1983), Sinha and 
Ghosh (1987), Krishnamoorthy and Gupta (1989) and Pal (1993). 
When m 二 2, Sharma and Krishnamoorthy (1983) have derived the best lower 
triangular invariant estimators of E—i (under Li and L2) which dominates the 
9 
corresponding best linear estimates. The proposed estimator of the form 
T'-^DsT-\ 
where T is a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements such that 
TT' = S, and Ds = diag{6i,. • •, J^), with 
6i 二 n-2 
( n - 2 ) ( n - 3 ) 
02 = 7 7\ , 
( n - l ) 
for Li, and 
一 (n 4)(n - l)[n^ - 7n + 14 
1 二 [ ( n - 3 ) 2 ( n - l ) - ( n - 5 ) ] 
一 ( n - 2 ) ( n - 3 ) ( n - 4 ) ( n - 5 ) 
2 二 [ ( n - 3 ) 2 ( n - l ) - ( n - 5 ) ] ‘ 
for L2 [same result as Olkin and Selliah (1977). 
Krishnamoorthy and Gupta (1989) extended the result of Sharma and Krish-
namoorthy (1983)'s lower triangular invariant estimators to all m (under Li and 
L2). For Li, Ds = diag{6ii, 612,.. •, ^i^) and Su = {n — i — l)(n — i)/{n — l ) , i = 
1, •.., m. For L2, Ds = diag{S21^ S22, •. •，^m) and 62i is the solution of the equa-
tions 
m Q 
^j^^d;-qi = 2{n-l)[{n-j){n-j-l)]-' 
^—1 3 
d； 二 （ n - n ) ( n - i ) ( n _ l ) - i 
i-i 
Qj = d]cj + aj Y. qi 
i=l 
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^j = ( n - j - 1)"^ 
— n-1 
c] = { n - j ) { n - j - l ) { n - j - 2 ) 
- �((n - 3)(n - j - l)(n - j + 1) - (n - j - 3 ) { j - 1) 
{n - j + l){n - j - l)(n — j — 3) . 
For m = 2 and 3，one can find the solution of the above equations. For m > 4, 
solving these equations will be quite messy. 
Though the best lower triangular invariant estimator derived above is mini-
max, it suffers from the fact that some elements of E—i are grossly underestimated 
while other elements are overestimated. A way out is to give equal importance to 
all orthonormal coordinate systems. In other words, we will look for an orthogo-
nal invariant minimax estimator, [see Eaton (1970) 
Sharma and Krishnamoorthy (1983) derived an orthogonal invariant minimax 
estimators for m = 2 (under Li and L2), which are better than the corresponding 
best lower triangular estimators. The proposed estimators are of the form 
U S ) = [ M S ) d v { T ) , z = l，2’ 
J Gp 
where 4>iv{S) = r0i (r '5T)F : F e Gr, the group of orthogonal matrices and v 
is an invariant Haar measure over the orthogonal group Gr- According to the 
above equation, they can construct from the estimators (;^ r(S) an orthogonal and 
scale equivariant estimator ¢(5), which is minimax and better than ¢^(S). In 
particular, it is better than T-^DsT~^ for ^j(S) = T'-iDsT-K After evaluated 
of the integral, they get the following results. 
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Under loss function Li, 
(\ ( \ 门 2 2(n - 2) 3部 
糊 令 2 ) ^ + 7 ^ . — -
Under loss function L2, 
n4 - 14n3 + 71n^ - 154n + 120 . 2n^ — 18n^ + 56n - 64 5^_i" 
也 ( ^ 二 n3 一 7n2 + 14n — 4 + n^ - 7n^ + 14n - 4 • tr 5^2 . 
However, for m > 3, evaluation of the integral seems to be difficult and 4>i{S) is 
not available explicity. 
Krishnamoorthy and Gupta (1989) developed an orthogonal invariant esti-
mator of S_i for an arbitrary m. Using the fact that ^ir{S) — r0(r^5T)F 
is a constants-risk minimax estimator for any orthogonal matrix T indepen-
dent of S. Let S have the spectral decomposition S = RLR' where RR! = I, 
L = diag{li,..., lm) and /1 > l2 > . •. > lm > 0 and let F = R, then 
S - ' = 办讯⑶ = R M L ) R ' 
becomes an orthogonal invariant estimator with 
ML) = diag[SulT\S�l;i,..., ^ m O (¾ = 1,2). 
The above estimator is analogous to the estimator of E gives by Dey and Srini-
vasan (1985). Although they cannot prove theoretically if the orthogonal invari-
ant estimator dominates the best lower triangular estimator under L] and L2, the 
Monte Carlo simulation study indicates that this orthogonal invariant estimator 
is not only minimax but is also substantially better than the best lower triangular 
estimator they derived, and even better than Haff's (1979) estimator (under L2) 
‘ (rn — 1 \ “ 
C2 5 - ^ + P ^ / t r 5 / , 
L V n - m ； J 
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and better than Sinha and Ghosh's (1987) testimator (under Li) 
f (n - m — 1 + k)(S + XX� - i if XmaM^S-'X) < ^ ^ 
E- i = 
�(n — m — l)*S_i otherwise, 
where Xmax{^^S'^X) is the largest eigenvalue of X^S '^X. 
2.2 Important lemmas 
In this section , we will prove some statistical/mathematical results. These 
results are useful in calculation the risk involved in next sections. A technique of 
using the Wishart Identity (see Appendix) is heavily exploited. 
For lemmas 2.1 and 2.2，let A = H'AH be any positive definite matrix, 
H'H = I, A — diag{Xi, A2,...，A^) and Ai > A2 > . . . > A^ > 0. 
Lemma 2.1 ln\I + A| > trA - {l/2)trA^. 
Proof. 
ln|/ + A| = ln \I + H'AH 
= l n | / + A 
m 
= l n n ( l + A,) 
i=l 
m 
二 E l n ( l + A,). 
i=l 
Let /(A) = ln(l + A) - A + X^ 2, as 
/ ( A ) 二 丄 — 1 + A 
13 
— 丄 
= 1 + A 
> 0, 
and /(0) = 0. Therefore, 
771 m \2 
E K i + A.) > E ( ~ - f ) .1 1 Zu d 2=1 
=tr A - h r A^ 
Zj 
=tr A — ^tr A^. 
丄 
Lemma 2.2 tr A^ < {tr A)^ 
Proof. 
A^ = HA^H' 
{tr Ar = {j:x.r 
> YA 
=tr A^. 
Lemma 2.3 Given S � W m { n , E), then 
丑 ( 巧 < 丄 . 
V trS J — n 一 2 
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Proof. By Wishart Identity in Appendix I, with 
_ = ^ ¾ , ^ 二 现 
so 
d h -1 r I ,nT/� ^ + 1. • 
i W W ! , ^ _ = T t r E . 
We have 
/fr Q\ /fr H L H ^ X 「 — 1 -
< ^ ) 二 2 丑 ( # ) + 2 叫 两 啊 _ 
, ,^ ftr E\ + ( n — l ) E ( B ) 
( \ (ir E\ p � t r S 5 ^ ] , _ ^ / t r E\ 
1 = — + 1 ) < ^ ^ ) - 叫 _ ] + ( ” - - - 1 ) < ^ ) 
^ (ir E\ ^ � f r E S n 
=几五 f e ) - 2 五 k 
^ (tT E\ ^^ \tr Etr S] 
^ ^E ( w ) - 犯 [ 7 ^ ^ _ 
=nE C^) — 2E f ^ l \tr S) [tr S. 
- ( " - ― 掛 
Therefore, 
^ ftr E\ 1 
E J � 
\TrsJ - n-2' 
Lemma 2.4 Given S �VF^(n , S), then 
j^ (ir ^ S\ ^ 1 
\tr S^ ) 一 n + m - 3 " 
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Proof. By Wishart Identity in Appendix I，with 
“ ⑶ = ‘ ， ^ 2 ’ 
SO -
^ _ -2¾ 
^ = (trS'2)2' 
and according to the chain rule given in Haff (1982) 
DV = D{ES^) 
=[{ES)'D]'S^{D^S)S 
=[S'E'D]'S + {DES)S 
=SED]'S + {DES)S 
=l[tr (5E)/^  + ^ E] + ^^E^, 
tr {DV) = (m + l)tr(S50. 
We have, 
E(m - 2 4 ^ ^ 卜 — 歳 ( 放 ) - ] 
+ ( „ _ 1 ) 偶 
1 ( ,,^rtr (ES)]…�S5^3 1 
1 =(几 + 肌 + 1)丑1#1—4份厂11^7^_ 
1 � ( , , ,,j^ltr (E^)1 ^^\tr {ES) tr S^] 
1 ^ ( 一 叫 ^ ^ 1 - 叫 （ “ 〒 _ 
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(工 _ _ r t r ^ l 
= { n + m-Z)E 计 S2 • 
Therefore, 
\tr 刚 ] < 1 
— |_ tr S^ J 一 n + m - 3 " 
Lemma 2.5 Given S � W m { n , E) and n > m + 3, then 
1 1 � I mI 
tr[E(S-^T.S-^T.)] = tr ^ ^ + 7 w r^ ^ • 
L \ 7� (n - m){n - m - 3) (n - m)[n - m - l)(n - m - S)_ 
Proof. If we construct A = E'^^^SJ：'^^^ � W m { n , /)，then 
A-2 = 5^1/2^-1^1/25^1/2^-1^1/2 
trA-^ = tr{S-^J:S-^E) 
tr[E{A-^)] = tr[E{S-^ES-^i:)]. (2.7) 
According to the Corollary 1 (ii) of Haff 1982, 
耶-2) = S—2 + 力^(广1)广1 
(n — m) {n — m — 3) (n — m) {n — m — l){n — m — 3)‘ 
if we replace E by I in the above equation and substitute to (2.7), the desired 
result is given and complete the proof. 
Lemma 2.6 Given S � W ^ ( n , E) and n > m + 5, then 
E pr (^-iE^S)1 < n-m-1 hr (5E)' 
[~~tT^~~J - n{n-m-b) [ tr S^ • 
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Proof. 
(i) Firstly show 
. [ ^ 1 > K l^r SE1 
[tT^l - n [tr Sr • 
By Wishart Identity in Appendix I，with 
_ = • 乂二把， 
so 
dh _ -2¾ m + l^ 
dS ~ (tr^2)2' — 2 . 
We have 
. r ^ i 
[tr SK 
-2五(¾?] + 偷[藉(把)_] +�n - m - m [结 : 
, ^,^ltr E2] _ 「救2 1 [t^ J]21 
=—+1)丑 i^J—碰[i^rwJ+(" 一 爪—1)丑 k _^ 
^ \ t r E ^ l 力 仍 「 脚 2 1 
=化[^7^|-4份厂1^^7^_. 
Therefore, 
p[fr^] ^ ^ ftr S2] 
E l77^j ^ ^E [ — - , 
and the proof is completed when both sides are divided by nonnegative n. 
(ii) Finally show 
E \tr (5-^E5'E)1 > n-m-1 ^ \tr {ST)' 
[ tr S^ \ — n{n — m — 5) tr S^ • 
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By Wishart Identity in Appendix I, with 
HS) = ‘ ， V 二 s ^ ’ 
so 
^ = —2^2) ^y = z (m^l\^ 
dS — ( t r S � — V 2 ； • 
We have 
\tr E-iE5'E" |_ ~"^^_ 
= 2 五 1 ¥ _ + 2 册 1 ^ _ _ 
, 、n�trGS-iE5T])l 
Hu-m-l)E \rS2 
, � � f r S 2 ] Ur {SES^)] ( ^^^ltr{S-^ESE)] 
=(-+ 1 ) 丑 1 ^ 卜 叫 1 ^ ^ + ( " - " ) 1 trS2 . 
, ^,^hr E2] ,^\tr{S-^ESE)] , ^^^\tr{S-'i:SJ：)] 
� - ( " + l ) ^ b ^ j - 4 ^ 1 trS2 ) j + ( n - m - l ) E ^ � t r S 2 
( ^,^ltr E2] ( ^,^rtr(5-^E>SE)l 
- ( - + 叫 ^ 7 ^ + ( - — 叫 " ^ ^ _ . 
That is, 
^ \tr 5'El ^ , i�p�tr5]2] � � M P S ^ ) 1 
E brd ^  (肌+1)丑 i^ 7^J + ( 几 — 饥 - 鄉 [ t r S ^ _ • 
By applying Lemma 2.6(i) to the first term on the right of above inequality, we 
get 
^ \tr 5El \ m + 1 广 \tr 5'El ( � � 厂 V^ (^-^E5'S) 1 
E b ^ j ^ 丁 五 b ^ j + (几—-—網 [ \ r S ^ • 
Therefore, 
n-m-1 E \tr 双 ] > \tr 5"^E6'E" 
n{n-m-5) [ tr S^ j " [ ~~tr S^~~ • 
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2.3 Improved Estimation of S-i under Li Loss 
Function 
In this section, we consider the Li loss function defined in (2.1) and develop 
two orthogonally invariate estimators of the form 
1^1^  — Cl S 1 + j;^Im , 
and 
绍 = c i S 1 + j ; ^ S ； 
as defined in (2.5) and(2.6). We will prove that these two estimators dominate 
the best linear estimator ci*S_i. 
_A_ 1 1 
Theorem 2.1 For n > m + 1, Ejf^  dominates ciS~^ if 
^ 2 ( m - l ) 
0 < P < ^ ^ ^ . 
n — 2 
Proof. The loss of CiS~^ is 
L{ciS-\E-^) = tr (ci5'-^)-ln|ci5'-^|-m 
= c i t r (5'"^E) - mlnci - ln |5"^| - m. 
The risk of ciS'^ is 
R{ciS-\l：-^) = ciEtr {S-^T.) - mlnci - ^;in |5'-^| - m 
=CiEtr (Ei/25"-iEi/2)-mlnQ — E^ln|Ei/Y—iEi/2| — m. 
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Since E^/25-1^1/2 � / v i / ^ ( n + m + 1,1) is independent of S-i，and thus ciS'^ 
has a constant risk. 
The loss of t l l is 
L(SnS^"^) = tr ( ^ E ) - l n | E r i ^ E | - m 
= t r fci f ^ i + j^Im] ^ ] — ln Ci [ r + r ^ I m ^ - m 
\ tr S / tr S � 
= c i t r S-^T. + cif3 f ^ ) - mlnci — ln 5 ' - ¾ + ^ 一 m. 
\tr SJ tr b 
The risk of t^ l is 
i?(£jfii,S—i) = CiE{tr S-^E) + Cif3E f ^ ) - mlnci - Eln S'^E + ^ - m. 
\ iT u J tT 0 
Define 
Fn(E-i ) 
三 i^(ciS—i，iri) — i?(i]rii,5ri) 
=CiEtr {S-^E)-lnci-Eln\S-^E\-m 
‘ /frp V\ /5V ‘ 
-CiEitr 5'-^E) + ci/5E ~^ -mlnq-_Eln 5'"¾ + ^ —m 
\tr SJ tr S 
= - ^ ; i n |5'-iE| — cif5E ( ^ ) +Eln S'^Y. + ^ . 
V tr S / tr S 
Applying Lemma 2.3 on the second term and rewrite the third term by grouping 
the common factor (5"^E), we get 
Fn(E-^) > - E l n |^-^| - ^ + E L L + ^ ) (^-^E) • 
n _ 2 [ V trS” \ 
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Using the fact that ln | (/肌 + 爲) (^ -^E)| = ln | (/爪 + ^¾) | + ln|(^-^ E)| and 
applying Lemma 2.1 on the term ln|(7^ + ^ ) | by letting {0S)/tr S = A, it 
follows easily that 
i ^ ( s - i ) 
r 2_ 
> - ^ ; i n | ^ - ^ | - ^ + ^ [ t r f ^ ) l - i E t r ( ^ ] + ^ / n | ^ " ^ | 
一 n - 2 \tr S J\ 2 \tr S 
_ ciP , . P'\^rS'] 
— — ^ ^ ” _ ~ ^ [WW_. 
Now applying Lemma 2.2 to the numerator of the expected term, the inequality 
becomes 
- ( - ^ ) >- - ^ . ^ ^ M W \ 
--^^^+"-? 
_ ( n - 2 - n + m + l)/^ ^ 
— n-2 T 
= K S - f ) - (2.8) 
A sufficient condition for Fn(E"^) > 0 is 
S - f w and 0 < / 3 < l , 
that is, 
0 < / . < ^ , n — 2 
and the proof is completed. 
The greater the risk different Fn(E-i), the larger the improvement of our new 
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estimator. Therefore, we should maximize the lower bound of Fn(E"^) in (2.8). 
We take the first derivative of (2.8) and set it to zero, then we have 
_^L(H^_P]] = 0 
— dp [ [ n - 2 2J\ 
^ - P = 0 
n — 2 
011 = ^ . (2.9) 
n — 2 
If we take the second derivative of (2.8) , we get 
^ l ( ^ _ 0 M = —1 
df3^ ^ V ^  - 2 2 )\ 
< 0. 
Therefore, the lower bound of Fn(E"^) attains maximum at 
Ai = ^ . 
n — 2 
A 1 1 
Theorem 2.2 For n > m + 3, Ej^ 2 dominates ciS~ if 
^ 4 ( m - l ) 0 < P < ^  L. 
n + m — 3 
Proof. 
A 1 The loss of Ejf2 is 
L{^n\^-') = tr c,{S-' + j ^ S ) t - l n ci |^ -^i + ^ ^ ^ E - m 
- - \ ) 
=citr S - i S + c,f3 ( ^ P ) - m l n c i - ln ^"^E + ^ - m. 
\ tr S^ y tr S^ 
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The risk of t^ i is 




二 \Etr ( 5 ' - ^ E ) - m l n c i - E l n | 5 ' - ^ E | - m 
—CiEtr (6 ' -¾) + CiPE ( ? � ) — m l n c i — Eln S''E + ^ — m 
乂 ZT 0 j tT u 
=E\n ^ - ¾ + ^ ¾ -Eln\S-'n-c,PE\'-^^ . 
tr S^ tr S^ 
If we rewrite the first term by grouping the common factor ( 5 " ¾ ) and also apply 
Lemma 2.4 to the third term, we get 
( RQy \ / 1 \ 
F12(E-1 )Wln ( / + ^ ) ( ^ ¾ - ^ r i q - e i / 3 ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ) . 
Now, using the fact that ln | ( / + ^ ) (5'-iE)| = ln | ( / + ^ ) | + ln|(5^_iE) 
and applying Lemma 2.1 to the term ln (I + £^^ by letting (/]SE)/tr S^ = A, 
it follows easily that 
F12(S-1) 
" H S ) + ( S ) 2 + l n l H - g - i X | - ^ 
L 一 
= 0 / ^ 2 [ t r ( f ) 2 ] c,/3 
“ 2 [{tr 5'2)2j rn + n - 3 " 
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Again, by Lemma 2.2, letting A = S^ to the numerator of the expected term, 
finally we get 
綠 1 ) ” - ？ - ； ； ^ ' (2.10) 
A sufficient condition for jPi2(S_i) > 0 is 
P-$——^^^^>0 and 0<P<1, 
2 n + m — 3 
n — m — 1 f5 
1 — ^ — 
n + m — 3 — 2 
n + m — 3 — n + m + 1 � P 
n + m — 3 — 2 
that is, 
^ 4 ( m - l ) 
0<P<^——^, 
n + m — 3 
and the proof is completed. 
The greater the risk different i^ (S_ i ) , the larger the improvement of our new 
estimator. Therefore, we should maximize the lower bound of i^(5] - i ) in (2.10). 
We take the first derivative of (2.10) and set it to zero, then we have 
A L ^ — _ _ £ 1 ^ 1 = 0 
dp [ 2 72^  + m - 3 j 
1-P = 0 
n + m — 3 
n + m — 3 — (n — m — 1) 
Pi2 = : o 
n + m — 3 
2 ( m - l ) , � 
= — ^ 2.11 n + m - 3 ^ ) 
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If we take the second derivative of (2.10) , we get 
炉 r. /32 c,p 1 二 —1 
硬 [ 2 n + m - 3_| 
< 0. 
Therefore, the lower bound of i ^ ( E _ i ) attains maximum at 
/3i2 = 2 ( m - l ) / ( n + m - 3 ) . 
2.4 Improved Estimation under L2 Loss Func-
tion 
In this section,we consider the L2 loss functions defined in (2.2) and develop 
two orthogonally invariate estimators of the form 
E21l = C2[S 1 + ^ ^ / m ] , 
and 
^22 = ^2[S'^ + j^S�., 
as defined, in (2.5) and(2.7).We will prove that these two estimators dominate the 
best linear estimator C2S~ .^ 
A 1 1 
Theorem 2.3 For n > m + 1, E21 dominates C2*S if 
0 < / 3 < ^ ^ . 
n — m 
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Proof. [see Haff (1979)；. 
Theorem 2.4 For n > m + 3, E # dominates C2S~^ if 
r n(n — l ) (n — m — 5) 
—1 ^ - ^'' - ^ [{n-m){n-m-l){n-m-3) ~ 
Proof. The loss of C2S~^  is 
L{C2S-\E-') = tr{c2S-'^ - Imf 
=tr{clS-^Y.S-^T) - 2tr (c25"^) + tr 1饥 
=4tr (S'-iE5'-^) - 2c2tr (S'^E) + m. 
The risk of C2S^ _1 is 
R{c2S-\ E_i) = E[cltr (S'-^E5'-^) — 2c^tr (S'^E) + m] 
=c\tr E{S-^T.S-^T：) — 2c2tr E{S-^T.) + m. (2.12) 
Since E{S~^) = ( n - m - l ) ~ ^ E ~ ^ so the second term on right of (2.12) becomes 
� E - i S ] 2c2m 
-^c2tr — = -. 
[n — m — 1) n — m — 1 
Now, we substitute the above result to (2.12) and apply Lemma 2.5 to the first 
term on right of (2.12), we get 
R{c2S-\J：-^) 
9 � I mI 
—— Q^fj- _| 
2 (n — m) {n — m — 3) (n — m) {n — m — l)(n — m — 3) 
2c2m 
+ m 
n — m — 1 
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C2m(n — 1) 2c2m 
= ^ h m. 
{n — m){n- m 一 l)(n — m — 3) n — m 一 1 
Since the above expression is independent with E~\ and thus 028'^ has a constant 
risk. 
The loss of E22^  is 
L(l^i,S-i) = tr [c2 (^S-' + ^ ) E - J™] 
- C ! - ( S _ l W ^ ) 2 - 2 C 2 - ( 代 + 筹 ) + -
= + ( 舰 科 ^ ^ ^ + 應 簿 ： 
-2C2 \tr {S-'E) + /5^P1 + m. 
tr b^ 
The risk of i^ 22 is 
.1 1 0 � ， 1 1 � tr (S-^ESE) .tr (SESE)] 
R{^22\^-') = clE tr {S-'ES-'^) + 2P \^^^ ^ + ^ 7 t ^ 




= R { c 2 S - \ ^ - ' ) - R [ t ^ l ^ - ' ) 
— 0 , 2 . p rtr (5-^E^E)1 \tr (^E^E)1 [ t r ( ^ ) l 
— — 寧 [ t r 炉 J 一 C20 E [ ( , , ^2)2 J + 柳 [ 1 7 ^ - • 
The expected value of the second term can be written as 
[tr (5E5'S)1 — ltr {S^){S-^ESJ:y 
|_ {tr S'2)2 J = [ (tr 52)2 
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^ \tr (5'-iE5'E)] ru T � � 1 
< E . by Lemma 2.2 
- _ tr S^ J ) 
Therefore, i^(S—i) becomes 
F22{^-') 
2n^\tr (S-'T^SJ：)] ^^.ltr{S-'ESJ:)] , ^ ^^\tr (5E)] 
^ - 孝 trS^ —^PE \r S^ + 寧 1 7 ^ 
_ J L J L J 
,9 9m �tr(5^-iE5^)l � ^ ^ \tr (5E)1 
二 -{2clP + cl^)E 、 厂 炉 ) + 2c2/3^ ^ ^ . 
_ 」 ^ 」 
Now, applying the inequality of Lemma 2.6 on the first term on the right hand 
side, we get 
凡2(『1) >- - ( 2 c � M e � ^ l ^ ^ ; ^ j E l ^ f j + 2 c 2 ^ l ^ f : 
= 卜 - » +。 _沪） 1 ^ ^； ^ 1卜 1袋 1 . (2.13) 
A sufficient condition for i^2($]-i) > 0 is 
00 rry^  1 
2c2/? - (2c2/? + c\^ )^ > 0 and 0 < / 5 < l , 
n{n — m — 5) 
, M n — m — 1 ^ 
2 - 2c2 + c2P) —( ^ > 0 
n[n — m — 5j 
n — m — 1 1 n � n — m—1 
2-2c2 ^ > C2P —( ^ 
n[n — m — 5) n[n — m — 5) 
“ < 2n{n - m - 5) ^ 
一 C2(n — m — 1) 
2n(n — m — 5) n — 1 ^ 
n — m — 1 (n — m) {n — m — 3) 
n(n — l)(n — m — 5) 
— 2 — 1 (n — m){n — m — l){n — m — 3) � , 
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that is 
^ “ n(n - l)(n ―― m — 5) , 
0<f3<2 ^——-~~7^——-~~^_1， 
一 {n - m){n - m - l)[n - m — 6) _ 
and the proof is completed. 
The greater the risk different F22(S"^), the larger the improvement of our new 
estimator. Therefore, we should maximize the lower bound of i^2(S—i) in (2.13). 
We take the first derivative of (2.13) and set it to zero, then we have 
^ H - ( 2 c , / ^ + C_"2 + c 2 2 ^ ^ ^ ; ; ^ ^ ] } = 0 
,0 ^ 0 � \ � n — m — 1 ^ 
2C2 - {2cl[3 + clP) — ^ = 0 
� ^ 么,n(n - m - 5)_ 
, ^� n — m — 1 ^ 
1 - C2 + C2/3) ^ = 0 
n[n — m — 5) 
� n — m — 1 1 j � n — m—1 
1 — C2 —. ^ = C2P —( ^ 
n(n — m — 5) n[n — m — 5j _ 
n{n - m - 5) 
P = 一( 7V — 1 
c2(n — m — lj 
= n(n-l)(n-m-5) ^ 綱 
(n — m)(n — m — l)(n — m — 3) 
If we take the second derivative of (2.13)，we get 
<92 f , 0 0 o^ 0 ^ON� Ti — rn — 1 11 0 � n — m — 1 
— 2 c 2 / 3 - 2c /5 + clP' + c /32 = - 2 c 
o|j^ 1 n[n — m — 5) J n[n — m — o) 
< 0. 
Therefore, the lower bound of i ^ ( S _ i ) attains maximum at 
3 n{n — l)(n — m — 5) 工 
(n — m){n — m — l)(n — m — 3) . 
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2.5 Simulation Study 
In this section, a Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to compare the 
risk of the best linear estimator E"/ with those Eu and t { ^ under loss function 
Li； and also the best linear estimator E"/ with t 2 l and E22^  under loss function 
L2. By taking m to be 3 and 5; n to be 15, 20 and 40, we generate random 
matrices S from the Wishart distribution W^(n,E) with different choices of E. 
Then we convert the random matrices S into the inverse S~^, so various estimators 
and their losses can be computed. For the convenient and simplicity, the choices 
of E are always of the form diag{ai, •.., a^) where a^  > 0. These choices are 
justified by the fact that all of our estimators are scale and orthogonal invariant, 
so the risks induced by them are only depend on the eigenvalues of E. A formal 
mathematical proof will be presented in the Lemma A2 of the Appendix II. 
For each combination of E,m and n, the procedure was then repeated 1000 
times to approximate the risk of the estimator by the average of these 1000 
A - A 
losses, denoted by ^ ( E " , E—i). For each risk estimation, we also computed the 
sample standard error. The percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) of the 
A 1 A 1 estimator E~ over the best linear estimator E^ is defined as 
PRIAL =帖-1，亡:1)—应“广1，幼 X 100, k = 1，2. 
^ ( S - i , & i ) 
A . 
Table 1(a) and Table 1(b) give the risk of the best linear estimator E~^, our 
-,， 1 ^ 1 
proposed estimators Ej"f and Ejf2 in the first, second and third columns respec-
tively for each n under Li. The numbers in parentheses represent the estimated 
value of the standard error. As the risks under each column labeled Er/ are the 
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same, it indicates that the risk of E"^ is independent of the choice of E for fixed 
n, that is the constant risk property of t ' ^ we have mentioned in the beginning of 
this chapter. Moreover, it shows that the risk decrease when n increase for both 
improved estimators, but moderate risk improvements are attained for small n. 
In table 2, we present the PRIAL of E^ and E^i under loss function Li, among 
each combination of n,m and E, t^i always have better performance than E^ 
under Li. 
Table 3(a)and Table 3(b) give the risk of the best linear estimator E^/, our 
proposed estimators E21^  and S # in the first, second and third columns respec-
tively for each n under L2. It also indicates that the risk decreases when n in-
A 1 
creases for each estimators and the constant risk property of E~ . In table 4, we 
present the PRIAL of t>21 and J^ 22 under L2. We also find that E22 out performs 
f^ 2i among different choices of E except for the case E = diag{16,1,1,1,1). 
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Table 5 Simulated risks under LFi 
Simulated risks and standard error(xlO"^)under LFi {m = 3) 
(The numbers in parentheses represent the standard error) 
n = 15 n 20 n = 40 
R^-1 Rf,-1 R^-1 Ry-1 Ry-1 Ry-1 i^v-l ^-1 ^-1 
Scj 1^1 1^2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1^2 
j: = diag{A.0,2.0,l.0) 
0.492 0.464 0.4326 0.345 0.331 0.313 0.162 0.158 0.153 
(11.02) (11.16) (11.01) (7.34) (7.46) (7.39) (3.08) (3.10) (3.08) 
E = dmc/(4.0,1.0,1.0) 
0.492 0.465 0.445 0.345 0.332 0.322 0.162 0.159 0.156 
(11.02) (11.17) (11.09) (7.34) (7.47) (7.49) (3.08) (3.11) (3.12) 
S = i^_(1.0，1.0’1.0) 
0.492 0.461 0.413 0.345 0.329 0.298 0.162 0.158 0.147 
(11.02) (11.14) (10.89) (7.34) (7.42) (7.24) (3.08) (3.10) (3.03) 
E = diag{1.0,0.5,0.5) 
0.492 0.462 0.423 0.345 0.330 0.306 0.162 0.158 0.151 
(11.02) (11.15) (10.92) (7.34) (7.44) (7.31) (3.08) (3.10) (3.06) 
E = c/m^(1.0,0.5,0.1) 
0.492 0.465 0.440 0.345 0.332 0.319 0.162 0.159 0.155 
(11.02) (11.19) (11.11) (7.34) (7.48) (7.48) (3.08) (3.11) (3.10) 
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Table lb Simulated risks and standard error(xlO"^)under LF�{m = 5) 
(The numbers in parentheses represent the standard error) 
n = 15 n 二 20 n = 40 
^ - ^ A � i i ^ t - ^ I Ac_ii ^ r / ^ r ^ ^ II ^ K ' ~ � / 丑紹 
E = c/iap(5,4,3,2,l) 
1.441 1.339 1.248 0.939 0.883 0.818 0.422 0.408 0.387 
(27.74) (27.85) (27.58) (14.68) (14.77) (14.58) (5.53) (5.53) (5.40) 
E = dm^(16,8,4,2,l) 
1.441 1.346 1.289 0.939 0.887 0.848 0.422 0.410 0.398 
(27.74) (27.87) (27.67) (14.68) (14.80) (14.73) (5.53) (5.52) (5.46) 
E = fi2a^ (16,8,4,l,l) 
1.441 1.348 1.294 0.939 0.887 0.851 0.422 0.410 0.399 
(27.74) (27.88) (27.70) (14.68) (14.81) (14.77) (5.53) (5.52) (5.47) 
E = dm^/(16,8,1,1,1) 
1.441 1.352 1.309 0.939 0.890 0.8629 0.422 0.410 0.403 
(27.74) (27.90) (27.78) (14.68) (14.83) (14.86) (5.53) (5.52) (5.49) 
E = dm^(16, l , l , l , l ) 
1.441 1.363 1.360 0.939 0.897 0.896 0.422 0.412 0.414 
(27.75) (27.94) (28.07) (36.56) (37032) (38.08) (5.53) (5.53) (5.58) 
E = d m ^ ( l , l , l , l , l ) 
1.441 1.336 1.226 0.939 0.882 0.803 0.422 0.408 0.380 
(27.75) (27.84) (27.55) (14.68) (14.74) (14.49) (5.53) (5.54) (5.39) 
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Table 5 Simulated risks under LFi 
PRIAL of S:7i over E"^ under LFi 
v - i y - i 
- 1^1 乙12 
E n = 15 n 二 20 n = 40 n = 15 n = 20 n 二 40 
diag(4,2,l) 5.802 4.233 2.141 12.096 9.389 5.201 
diag(4,l,l) 5.476 3.889 1.928 9.523 6.773 3.348 
diag(l,l,l) 6.298 4.864 2.467 16.028 13.724 8.194 
diag(1.0,0.5,0.5) 6.089 4.549 2.290 14.109 11.535 6.544 
diag(1.0,0.5,0.1) 5.444 3.871 1.972 10.510 7.810 4.327 
diag(5,4,3,2,l) 7.076 6.004 3.149 13.445 12.908 8.307 
diag(16,8,4,2,l) 6.603 5.610 2.873 10.546 9.691 5.515 
diag(16,8,4,l,l) 6.508 5.537 2.824 10.242 9.379 5.292 
diag(16,8,l,l,l) 6.205 5.251 2.667 9.177 8.230 4.477 
diag(16,l,l,l,l) 5.410 4.530 2.202 5.618 4.551 1.711 
diag(l,l,l,l,l) 7.281 6.121 3.303 14.963 14.530 9.953 
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Table 3a 
Simulated risks and standard error (xlO—3)under Li^(m=3) 
(The numbers in parentheses represent the standard error) 
n = 15 n = 20 n = 40 
^ - ^ Rt-l Rt^i Rt : i &2? ^.-2^ I Ac_2i ^t-^ ~2-i 
E = _ ( 4 , 2 , 1 ) 
0.866 0.824 0.792 0.631 0.607 0.580 0.310 0.303 0.294 
(23.03) (23.86) (23.43) (16.09) (16.68) (16.52) (6.69) (6.87) (6.87) 
E = diag{4.,l,l) 
0.866 0.825 0.802 0.631 0.609 0.592 0.310 0.304 0.299 
(23.03) (23.85) (23.64) (16.09) (16.72) (16.75) (6.69) (6.88) (6.97) 
E = c/mp(l,l,l) 
0.866 0.821 0.779 0.631 0.604 0.563 0.310 0.303 0.286 
(23.03) (23.82) (23.20) (16.09) (16.64) (16.26) (6.69) (6.85) (6.75) 
E = diag{1.0,0.5,0.b) 
0.866 0.822 0.784 0.631 0.606 0.572 0.310 0.303 0.291 
(23.03) (23.81) (23.29) (16.09) (16.66) (16.37) (6.69) (6.86) (6.81) 
E = dmp(1.0,0.5,0.1) 
0.866 0.825 0.797 0.631 0.609 0.586 0.310 0.304 0.296 
(23.03) (23.91) (23.58) (16.10) (16.71) (16.70) (6.69) (6.87) (6.91) 
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Table 3b Simulated risks and standard error (xlO"^)under LF2{m 二 5) 
(The numbers in parentheses represent the standard error) 
n = 15 n = 20 n = 40 
^ - ^ ^ 2 ? &2_2l I ~�-2l ^¾-/ ~2-2l I R^ ~ � 1 % ^ 
E = dm^(5,4,3,2,l) 
2.297 2.187 2.093 1.593 1.517 1.418 0.779 0.756 0.715 
(68.26) (69.21) (68.72) (36.56) (37.47) (37.05) (10.61) (10.85) (10.74) 
E = dmp(16,8,4,2,l) 
2.297 2.191 2.115 1.593 1.520 1.449 0.779 0.758 0.734 
(68.26) (69.27) (69.26) (36.56) (37.50) (37.48) (10.61) (10.84) (10.89) 
E = diag(16,8,4,l,l) 
2.297 2.191 2.117 1.593 1.521 1.452 0.779 0.758 0.736 
(68.26) (69.28) (69.33) (36.57) (37.50) (37.61) (10.61) (10.84) (10.91) 
E = diag(16,8,l,l,l) 
2.297 2.194 2.126 1.593 1.523 1.465 0.779 0.759 0.741 
(68.26) (69.35) (69.48) (36.56) (37.54) (37.78) (10.61) (10.84) (10.97) 
E = d_(16，l，l，l，l) 
2.297 2.203 2.176 1.593 1.530 1.516 0.779 0.762 0.764 
(68.26) (69.45) (70.17) (36.56) (37.32) (38.08) (10.61) (10.88) (11.28) 
E = dzag(l,l,l,l,l) 
2.297 2.185 2.086 1.593 1.516 1.406 0.779 0.756 0.705 
(68.26) (69.25) (68.38) (36.56) (37.34) (36.73) (10.61) (10.87) (10.69) 
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南 p Table 4 
..'• \ ；；•：  
� PRIAL of t ; i over E"/ under LF2 
v - i y - i 
^21 ^22 
- E n = 15 n = 20 n 40 n 15 n = 20 n = 40 
diag(4,2,l) 4.870 3.839 2.046 8.548 8.124 5.062 
diag(4,l,l) 4.689 3.556 1.856 7.365 6.264 3.361 
diag(l,l,l) 5.147 4.288 2.330 10.077 10.776 7.621 
diag(1.0,0.5,0.5) 5.038 4.050 2.175 9.356 9.437 6.215 
diag(1.0,0.5,0.1) 4.667 3.597 1.903 7.891 7.132 4.311 
diag(5,4,3,2,l) 4.800 4.803 2.905 8.875 10.984 8.229 
diag(16,8,4,2,l) 4.629 4.612 2.729 7.937 9.055 5.786 
diag(16,8,4,l,l) 4.595 4.577 2.697 7.834 8.854 5.587 
diag(16,8,l,l,l) 4.476 4.431 2.595 7.429 8.094 4.849 
diag(16,l,l,l,l) 4.107 3.982 2.192 5.247 4.848 1.905 
diag(l,l,l,l,l) 4.876 4.847 2.978 9.203 11.743 9.457 
2.6 Comparison with Krishnammorthy and Gupta's 
result 
In this final section, we conduct another simulation study with the same com-
binations of E,n, and m, as in Krishnamoorthy and Gupta (1989), and compare 
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the performance of the estimators presented in this Chapter with their orthogonal 
estimator 
t'l = R4>k{L)B!. 
where S = RLR', RR' = /, L = diag{h,. •., IJ for k > k > . . . > lm > 0, also 
4>k{L) = diag(5kJli,5k2l;i,. • •, 4mC^) (^ = 1，2)-
For Li, 
{ n - i - l){n-i). 
Sii = ：——^ ，z = 1’...，m. 
(n — l ) 
For L2, S2i is the solution of the equations 
m a 
^ + E f e ^ ^ = 2(n — l)[(n — ^ ( n — j — l)]- i 
i=i ^¾ 
d； = {n-i-l){n-i){n-l)-^ 
3-1 
Qj = d]cj + aj Y, qi 
i=i 
o^j = ( n - J . - l ) - i 
_ n-1 
c] = { n - j ) { n - j - l ) { n - j - 2 ) 
J n - S ) { n - j - l ) { n - j ^ l ) - { n - j - 3 ) { j - l ) ^ 
{n - j + l)(n - j - l)(n - j - 3) . 
For m = 2 and 3, one can find the solution of the above equations. For m > 4, 
solving these equations will be quite messy. 
The results are summarized in Tables 5 to 8. In table 5, the columns under 
i^ t—i and Rf^-i are the risks induce by our proposed estimator in (2.6) and the 
12 01 
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orthogonal estimator of Krishnammorthy and Gupta (1989) respectively. The 
risk difference between them is also given in the third column of Table 5 with 
n = 10 and n = 20. In table 6, Py-i and Py-i represent the PRIAL of the above 
1^2 0^1 
two estimators over the best linear estimator under loss function Li. Similarly, in 
table 7, the columns under Rf-i and Ry-i are the risks induce by our proposed ‘ 2^2 0^2 
estimator in (2.6) and the orthogonal estimator of Krishnammorthy and Gupta 
(1989) respectively. In table 8，P^-i and P^-i represent the PRIAL of the above 
two estimators over the best linear estimator under loss function L2. 
Although the performance of our estimators are not as good as Krishnamoor-
thy and Gupta's orthogonal estimator, the risk difference decreases when n in-
creases. Nevertheless, all of our estimators have more explicit and simpler forms 
than Krishnamoorthy and Gupta's. 
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Table 5 Simulated risks under LFi 
n 10 n = 20 
E R � - i R^-i Risk Difference Ry-i R^-i Risk Difference 
1^2 ^1 1^2 0^1 
(1.0,0.01,0.01) 0.790 0.701 0.089 0.348 0.316 0.0328 
(1.0,0.1,0.2) 0.743 0.685 0.058 0.335 0.321 0.014 
(1.0,0.2,0.5) 0.701 0.637 0.064 0.318 0.309 0.009 
(1.0,0.4,0.7) 0.681 0.580 0.101 0.309 0.293 0.016 
(1.0,1.0,1.0) 0.667 0.535 0.132 0.303 0.256 0.047 
Table 6 PRIAL of E；^  over E"/ under LFi 
n 10 n = 20 
E Pf,-i Py-i PRIAL Difference Py-i Py-i PRIAL Difference 
1^2 ^ ^22 z21 
(1.0,0.01,0.01) 4.588 15.220 10.632 0.682 9.760 9.079 
(1.0,0.1,0.2) 10.120 17.150 7.030 4.345 8.330 3.985 
(1.0,0.2,0.5) 15.240 22.960 7.720 9.239 11.760 2.521 
(1.0,0.4,0.7) 17.690 29.850 12.160 11.800 16.330 4.530 
(1.0,1.0,1.0) 19.300 35.290 15.990 13.400 26.900 13.500 
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Table 7 Simulated risks under LFo 
n 二 10 n = 20 
S /?v-i lU - � Risk Diifei-ence /iV-i /？、…！ Risk l)itit�n�iia� 
，。2 ''02 "'• '02 
(1.0,0.01.0.01) l.;i5fi 1.21 (u i f j 0.6122 l)lil3 0.l)292 
(1.0.0.1,0.1) 1.353 1.17 0.183 0.(m):i 0.(K)I (U)_)(i] 
( 1 . 0 . 0 . 1 . 0 . 2 ) l . : i 52 1.11 .212 0. ( i -M9 0 . 5 9 9 0.(Y2'2[) 
(1.().0.2.().5) \.'A:>\ l.(Ki ().29l O.r/JS-l ().5()1 (UKi7.1 
(l.(U"UU)) l.:io() l.(M ().:il ().5921 ().5!_) 0.()7()I 
(l.().()..L().7) l.:i�)n 1.旧 ()..T2 0.5878 ().r>()l 0.08(KS 
(lO.O.S.(M)) l.:i5() l.l)2 ().:U O.oSll ().1(；7 0.1111 
(l.O.lO.lO) l.:ir,0 102 l).;i3 ().5S()7 丨>,1�>7 {)A'2:W 
Tal)lr 8 PHIAL of >：. ‘ over ；^^ ' under Ll\ 
// = 10 ti - 20 
>： /'、.， I\ , VHlM. l)ili.M.'ii(r /'、’， J\ , i1{lAL Diliricnc.' 
• •；； _^^  -j^ _^2i 
(lO.OOl.Odl) 1.2M 11 7J:i ^VM) l()'j:i r).r,'J 11'J7 
(10.0 l.(l l) 1 177 H,8"J l:i :U:i 2>:^:i 7.:i7 l.r,17 
( i iuu,a ' - ) ) ir>.r,:i i7(Hi ir,i i7 i i i s 7 f> :i,'):rj 
{i 0,1) 2.o r,) 1 r,7> L>'J s.-{ :)iir,2 2i i:V2 \:\ r>\ r, 7i,'.i 
(lO,{);i.Oh) 1<;'> 2 1 2 � 'nJ�S2 � 7 i ! » 丨'1-厂） l"Mil 
(1 t).t)1.0 7) 1 7 a � 2 ' ) l l l :':i.:i"2 'I l\2 22 7^ 丨:[:'山、 
ll ().0 >.l)'j! 171” 2^ 71 2Ml2I l" "/J 2^ AY2 丨了」？， 
(lO.lt).l 0) 17lU 2r. 7 5 2 5 ()J1 Iil '；() 2(» .'山 l'",r, 
rj 
Chapter 3 
Improved Estimation of the 
Normal Precision Matrix using 
the L3 and L4 loss functions 
Let S be a m x m random matrix having a nonsingular Wishart distribution 
with unknown matrix E and n degrees of freedom, denoted by 
S�W"m(^，5]) n-m-1 > 0, 
then S~^ have an Inverse Wishart distribution with unknown precision matrix 
S—i and n + m + 1 degrees of freedom, denoted by 
6 ^ - i � / W ^ ( n + m + l , 5 r i ) . 
In this chapter, we concern with the problem of estimating the unknown 
precision matrix E~^ under another two loss functions 
i^3(S—i,S—i) = t r (EE- i ) - ln|EE-^|-m, (3.1) 
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L4(iri，s-1) 二 t r ( S s - i - / j 2 . (3.2) 
The best linear estimators of L3 and L4 are derived in the following theorems. 
Theorem 3.1 Under the loss function L3 in (3.1), the best linear estimator 
of E- i is nS-\ 
Proof. Under L3, the loss of 038'^ is 
L(csS-\J：-') 二 tr f - 5 E - i ) - ln - ^ E ' ^ -m � ) Vc3 / c3 
1 / 1 \ rn =_tr (6'E-i)-ln - ) \S^-^\-m. c3 vc3/ 
The risk of c^S'^ is 
R{t-\J：-^) = -Etr {SJ:-^) + m\nc3 + Eln\S^-^\-m. 
C3 
If we take the first derivative of the risk and set it to zero, then we have 
dR \-E tr (S'E-M m] ^ 
^ ^ - + - =0 
ocs [ ci C3 
-tr[E(S)E^^] m ^ =^ ~^^V^——^ + — 二0 
ci c3 
—nm m 八 
=^ —^ + — = 0 c3 c3 
=> C3 = n. 
And we note that the second derivative at c3 — n is 
d^Rl-E tr QSE-i) ml 







it implies that the risk is minimized at C3 = n, and thus, the proof is completed. 
This result has been used by Sinha and Ghosh (1987) in developing their Stein-
type testimators under L3. 
Theorem 3.2 Under the loss function L4 in (3.2), the best linear estimator 
of E- i is (n + m + l)5^-i. 
Proof. Under L4, the loss of c^S'^ is 
2 
L(c4^-\E-i) = tr (-SE-' - Im) 
\ C4 / 
=\tr (SE-^S^-^) — -tr (5^S_i) + m. 
c| C4 
The risk of €48'^ is 
R{c^S-\J：-') = ^Etr (^E-^^E-i) - -Etr (52"^) + m 
C4 C4 
= ^ E t r ( 5 E - ^ ^ E - i ) - - + m. 
c| C4 
If S � W m { n , E), then A = S_i/25T^"2 �W^{nJ). According to Krish-
namoorthy and Gupta (1989), Etr A^ = nm{n + m + 1)，so the risk of CiS~^ 
under L4 becomes 
i^ (c4^ -, E-) = "-"+2爪+1) — ^ + m. 
C| C4 
Now we minimize the above risk by taking its first derivative with respect to 
C4 and put it to zero, 
d �rim(7i + m + l ) 2nm 
^ 2 + ^  =0 
ac4 C4 C4 
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-2nm{n + m + 1)丨 2nm — • 
� ^ c4 
� c4 = n + m + 1. 
We note that the second derivative at C4 = n + m + 1 is 
d^�72m(?2 + m + 1 ) 2nm 1 ^ - ^ ^ - + ^ 
^^ 4 L C4 4^ �c4=n+m+l 
Qnm 4nm 
— ( n + m + l)3 (n + m +1)^ 
2nm ^ 
^ > 0. 
[n + m + 1, 
Therefore, the risk is minimized at c4 = n + m + 1. Moreover it is independent 
of S—i，so a constant risk property is achieved by C4S. 
/^  1 
Similar to chapter 2, we would like to develop estimators E~^ which dom-
inate CkS~^  for loss functions L^, k = 3,4. Our estimators have the form 
/ p � - 1 
^ ^ V ^ ^ t T ^ ^ ^ j , (3.3) 
and 
令条-1)-1; (3.4) 
for certain nonnegative constants j3. 
3.1 Justification of the loss functions 
Sinha and Ghosh (1987) state that the loss function L3 has never been con-
sidered before either for estimating E or E_i and no Haff-type improved estimator 
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over the best linear estimator is readily available. In their paper, they have de-
veloped a Stein-type testimator with the form 
(n + k){S + XX' ) -1 if XmaA^'S-'X) < m/n 
E-i = < 
_ nS^ —i otherwise, 
\ 
where X a^x is the largest eigenvalue of X 'S '^X, which dominates the best linear 
under L3. 
As the L3 loss function seems to be as natural as the Li loss function (entropy 
loss) in Chapter 2, this loss function is justified by the entropy distance between 
the distribution of S_i and E"^ This has been mentioned in Sinha and Ghosh 
(1987) without proof. In the following theorem, we provided the detail of this 
justification. 
Theorem 3.3 The loss function L3 in estimating E"^ by £—i is proportional 
A 1 
to the entropy distance between /W^(n + m + l , S—i) and /W^(n + m + l, E—). 
That is 
. [1 M ^ ] 〜 外 丽 ] 二 护 3 . 
Proof. If A has the distribution W{n, E), then B = A'^ has the density 
E_1 in B -i(ri+m+l) ^-^tr(12-^B-^) 
2—rU|n) , 
where B is positive definite. Now 
� fv-i(S^)l � / S — l i ” S_l_i(n+m+l) g-itr(S-l5) 
^ 4 ¾ ] = ^ 4 n ^ p 
乂— 2\^^V^{\n) y 
X ^_1 in~~^_i -i(n+m+l)~~^-\tr{t-^S) J 
r /|S-1|I^ g-itr(S-^5)y 
= M H i s - i — 6々 收1幻人 
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= ^ [ l n | E - ^ | i ^ — ln|£-i— — ^tr(E-'S) + ^tr(E''S) 
= - - l n |EE-^ | — hr lE- 'E (S) ] + l tr[E- 'E(S)] 2 2i Z 
=--ln\Et-'\-lnm + \tr{E±-') 2 2i 2i 
= ^ [ t r ( E E - ^ ) - l n | E E - ^ | - m ] . 
Similarly, we defined L4 in (3.2) as the analogy of L2 as L3 to L：. 
3.2 Important lemmas for calculating risks 
In this section ’ we will prove some statistical/mathematical results. These 
results are useful in calculation the risk involved in next sections. 
Lemma 3.1 Given S �Wm(n，E) and n > m — 1, then 
^ftr E-i\ ^ 1 
五 ( — … … 
Proof: By Wishart Identity in Appendix I, with 
眷 去 ， H , 
so tr {DV) = 0, and from Haff (1979), we know 
dh — S^2) 
^ 二 {tr 5-i)2' 
Then we have 
^ ftr E-i\ ^ f tr 0 \ ^ [ (^^ ) T, _ 
E � — = 2 E ( ^ ) + 2 ^ t r _ ^ ^ V ( i / 2 ) _ 
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ftr S~^\ 
+ ( , _ ^ _ l ) ^ ; ^ _ j 
• -^2 _ 
= 動 ^^7^2^(1/2) + ( n — m — l ) _ � 
J trS_2 1 ( 1� 
=2丑^^卜—） 
「(力斤1)2] ( 1� 
^ 2 丑 1 ^ ^ 1 + ( - - - - 1 ) 
=n — m + 1. 
Lemma 3.2 Given S � W m { n , S) and n > m — 1, then 
^ftr S-'J:-'\ ^ I 1 
^ ( • ^ ^ ) … … 
Proof: By Wishart Identity in Appendix I，with 
_ = T ^ , M - i ， 
by the Lemma A1 in the Appendix II’ we get 
dh — 25"(;; 
^ = {tr 5'-2)2' 
and apply the result of Lemma 6(i) of Haff (1982), we get 
tr {DV) = -\{tr S-y - \tr S_^ 
Now we have 
^ (tT E-15-1\ ^ \\[tT S-^f — \tr S-r 
^[ trS-2 ) = ^^[ ^ ^ _ 
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+ 2 五 tr ^ ^ ^ 而 > 2 ) ] + ( - 一 - — 1 ) 丑 ( ^ ) 
一 销 - < ^ ^ + 4 倘 + ( " - 1 ) 
. = - • + - [ 爲 卜 - “ 
^ftr S-'\ ,^ [(tr 0 ' 1 , 0 
< - E { : r - ^ +4五 ^ ^ 0 0 ^ri-m-2 
一 \ t r S-^J _{tr S-^Y_ 
= - l + 4 + n - m - 2 
= n — m + 1. 
Lemma 3.3 Given S �M^m(n, E) and n > m + 1, then 
- [ ^ f ? — 2 ) ^ ) . 
Proof: By Wishart Identity in Appendix I, with 
释 ^ ， V ^ = E-i^ 
so 
t.(W) = ! ^ E -
and from Haff (1979), 
dh — S^2) 





= - [ ^ m ^ ] + - - [ 嘉 ( 广 1 外 - 1 + in -肌-1),(宗) 
- J _ 
ftr E-1\ ^ \tr 5^—iS-i] 
= — + 1 ) 五 ( — + 2 丑 ^ 7 ^ _ 
ftr E~^\ 
+ ( „ — 1 )气旧」 
^ftr E-i\ ^^\tr 5-^-n 
= ^ ^ [ l ^ ) ^ ' ^ [ W ^ . 
^ftr E-i\ ^^\tr S-Hr E-M 
^ - H — 叫 ( _ 2 
, , ^ / t r E- i\ =(-+ 2 )五 (—. 
Lemma 3.4 Given S �M^m(ri, S) and n > m + 1, then 
� f r S — 2 ] ( , , ^ A r E- i\ 
丑 ^ ^ 卜 — ^ ) 五 [ — ' 
Proof: By Wishart Identity in Appendix I，with 
卿 = ^ , 口 - 1 ， 
so 
m — 3 1 1 
^ = ^Hr 5'-i X tr 5^ _i) 
— 2 d r 1 _ 
二 tr S-^ X ^ |_,r 5'-i_ 
9S ' -2 _ Z*^ (2) 
=(tr 5-1)3' 
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and tr {DV) = 0. We have 
‘+r v-2 1 � 1 1 2S(A 1 
^ [ l ^ J - 2€[1^叫+2$�”丨1^7^^^_ 
- ( i � J t r 5-^E-^1 
+ (几_爪—1)五^力厂S-l)2_ 
^\tr ^ - 2 E - i ] , ^ _ r t r ^ - i E - i ] 
二 2^b7wl+("-inT^^^w_ 
^^ \tr E-i] ( ^,^ltr E-i] ^ 犯 1 ^ +(n — m-l)E ^ 
_ J 匕 J 
ftr 5]—1� 二 (n — m + l ) ^ ( ^ } 
Lemma 3.5 Given S �W^n(?!, S) and n > m + 1, then 
ftr S-^^-^S^-^\ n - m + 3 ^ [tr E ' ^ 
^[ ^ " ^ ^ ) - n - m + ^-l [t^J-
Proof: By Wishart Identity in Appendix I，with 
h{s) = ^ , !/ = iri^-i， 
so 
tr {DV) = ^^tr E-2, 
Zj 
and by the Lemma A1 in Appendix II, 
dh — 25*(") 
^ = {tr 5^-2)2 • 
We have 
. ( t r E - ^ \ — pr (n^E-^)1 f ^ ^ L . v - i c . - n 1 
^ i l 7 ^ j — 2丑[ t rS-2 j + 2 ^ f r I ^ 7 ^ ( L 见）(i/2) 
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( …（计广1[—1见一1、 
+ ( n _ m _ l ) E ( ~ ~ ^ “ “ ) 
, ,^ftr E-n ^ ^ \tr S-'E-'SE-^] 
=(…气^卜叫（“， 
, , ^ / t r S-^ESE-^\ 
Hn-m-l)E^ 力 … ) 
, . r , f t r E-2\ 4 ^ f t r ^-1E^E-1\ 
^ (" + 1 )丑 ( ^ ) + ;丑 ( t r S - 2 ) 
+ ( n - m - l ) E ( ^ ^ ^ | ^ ) . (3.5) 
Therefore, 
f f r y-^^\ /tr E-2\ 4 ftr S-^ESJ:-^\ 
E ( ^ ) ^ — + 1 ) 丑 ( ^ ) + (几—-+ 7^ — 1 ) 丑 ( - 7 T ^ ) • 
Now consider 
< _ , 
by Wishart Identity in Appendix I，with 
h{S) = ^ , V = S - % 
so 
tr {DV) = ^^tr E-2, 
Ai 
and by the Lemma A1 in Appendix II， 
dh — 2S^2) 
而 = ( t r 5-2)2-
We have 
P fir E-35\ — pr ( ^ E - ^ ) 1 r 25(-3 1 
^lv^^^J — [ trS-2 j+2^'r I^7^( [ a(i/2) 
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ftr S~^\ 
+ ( n - m - l ) ^ ^ ^ j 
� ,^(tr E-2\ ^\tT 5 - ¾ - ^ ] 
={m + l)E I � , +4^ (本 e oN2 � )\tr S-^J _ {tr S-^y _ 
(tr E"^\ 
+(几—爪一1)丑(^^) 
( ,^ftr E-2\ ^^ftr E-2\ 
^ — 摔 ( ^ ) 叫 ^ ) 
ftr E"2\ 
+ ( n - m - l ) ^ | ^ ^ j 
= ( 一 摔 ) . （3.6) 
Substitute the upper bound of E ( * ; � — ? ) in (3.6) into (3.5), we obtain 
( ^ , ^ f t r E-2\ ^ ^ ^ , ^ / t r E-2\ ( 4 ^ , ^ / t r ^-^E^E-i^i 
("+ 4)丑(^)2(财1)丑(^)+(几-"+ : — 1)丑( t r S - 2 ) , 
and thus, 
(tr > S - i S - i 6 T - i � < n - m + 3 / t r ^ X 
V trS-i ) - n — m + ^ — l [I^^S^J • 
Lemma 3.6 Given S �W"m(n, E) and n > m — 3, then 
E ( 什 代 - 1 � � 1 p ftr S - n 
V trS-2 ) - n - m + 3 \tr S'^)‘ 
Proof: By Wishart Identity in Appendix I, with 
啦 ) = _ ’ V = ”， 
so 
dh 2¾? 
f W ^ 2 , Zr(i^V) = 0. 
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We have 
[fr y]-2\ � t r O 1 �257^? 1 
K ^ ) = 2五 [ # ] + 2五力『 [ ^踊 2 ) _ 
- ， ,^ftr S'-iE-i\ 
+ ( … - ” 丑 ^ ^ ^ ) 
^^\tT ^ -¾- ! ] i � � t r S-'E-'\ 
=叫7^^^卜(一 — 1 )气 " ^ ^ ^ ) 
/ ,^^^r ^-iE-i\ I , ^,^ftr S-'^''\ 
^ 4五(^7^)+(几—肌—1)丑^"77^} 
Therefore, 
(tr 5-^E-i\〉 1 E f ! L ^ ) 
V trS-2 ) - n - m + 3 [tr S'^j • 
3.3 Improved Estimation of S-i under L3 Loss 
Function 
In this section, we consider the L3 loss function defined in (3.1) and develop 
two orthogonally invariate estimators of the form 
t 3 - l l = C 3 ( h ^ ‘ ) — l , 
and 
4-2i = + + ^ f i ) - i ; 
as defined in (3.3) and (3.4). We will prove that these two estimators dominate 
the best linear estimator csS~^. 
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Theorem 3.4 For n > m 一 1, Sg/ dominates c^S~^ if 
^ 2 ( m - l ) 
0 < /? < ^  -. 
— — n 
A 1 
Proof: The loss of Eg^  is 
L(i^i,S_i) 二 tr {tsiT.-^)-\Ti\%iT.-^\-m 
�1 ( R \ 1 1 ( B \ 1 
= 计 - p + r4r^-^"' - l n - 5 + ^^/^ E-i -m 
_C3 V tr S-^ J J C3 V tr S i 乂 
=-\tr (见-1) +�ZrJ^yi) + m l n c 3 - ln 见—1 + / ¾ ^ —m. 
c3 tr S~^ J tr 5_丄 
The risk of t^l is 
R{csS-\E-') = -E tr {SJ:-') + ^E f j ^ ^ l +mlnc3 
C3 c3 \tr 0 J 
/3v-1 





=—E tr {SJ:-^)^mlnc3-Eln\SJ:-^\-m C3 
‘1 /9 / / r y~^\ /^V-1 -
——E{tr SE-') + ^E r-^rj + m l n c 3 - ^ l n 5T—i + ^ ^ i ^ -m 
_c3 c3 \tr S-^J tr 5-1 _ 
= - E l n \ S E - ' \ - ^ E (^-^]^Eln (/ + ^ ^ ) ^ - i . 
c3 \tr S-^J \ trS-” 
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Consider the last term of the above equation, using the fact that 
ln (l + ^ ] SJ：-' =ln (/ + / ¾ ) + 中 叫 
乂 tr S-^ y V tr S 1 y 
and applying Lemma 2.1 on the term ln | ( / + ^ ¾ ^ ) | by l e t t i n g � P T r � / t r S'^ = 
A, it follows easily that 
F fE-M > Eln 见-1 ^ E f ^ ) + s L f ^ ) - '-tr ( ^ X ] i^i(S ) > -Eln\SE ~7s^[tr S'^)^^ ^(trS_iJ 2^' l^^r ^"^J 
+Eln|5TTi| 
^F('' ^"'U/? ^W 力…1 
= - ^ ^ [ l ^ ) ^ ^ - Y ^ [ W ^ \ ' 
For the numerator of the last term, if we let S"^ = A and apply Lemma 2.2, we 
get 
F .v-M > ^E('' ^"]^3 ^W^J^L^] 
F31(S ) > —:£；(^^」+/3—了£；^力厂3—1)2-
- i E ( t ~ ^ � + 0 i 
— c s [ t r S-^)^^ 2-
Now, we apply Lemma 3.1 to the first term on the right hand side and substitute 
c3 = n to it. Then the above inequality becomes 
i^ (S - i ) > - - ( n - m + l ) + / 5 - ^ 
C3 z 
- / 3 ( n - m + l ) P' 
= n + � — i (3") 
A sufficient condition for i^i(S-i ) > 0 is 
-/3(n-m + l) ^ p^ 1 ^ — )-+ P - ^ > 0 and 0 < f3 < 1 n 2 - - “ 一 
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_ ( n _ m + l ) | i “ ^ 0 
n 2 — 
f3 n — m + 1 
— < 1 
2 ~ n 






and the proof is completed. 
The greater the risk different i^i(E_i), the larger the improvement of our new 
estimator. Therefore, we should maximize the lower bound of i ^ ( S _ i ) in (3.7). 
We take the first derivative of (3.7) and set it to zero, then we have 
l j | ^ ) + / 3 4 ] = � 
op n 2 
—("—爪 + 1 ) + 1 _ / 3 = 0 
n 
A i = 1 — I i ^ ^ 
n 
= ^ . (3.8) 
n 
If we take the second derivative of (3.7)，we get 
d' r - / 3 ( n - m + l ) _ ^ 1 二 
^ 1 n 十"31 — 1 ] 一 —丄 
< 0. 
Therefore, the lower bound of Fsi(E"^) attains maximum at 
/¾ = ^ . n 
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Theorem 3.5 For n > m — 1，E32^  dominates cs^"^ if 
^ 2(m - 1) 
0 < 3 < -. 
— n 
八 1 
Proof: The loss of E32 is 
L(^,E" ' ) - tr(^ 32S—i) — ln|£32S—”一m 
= - 卧 +知 ' )十 1 处 +和 1 )〜 
= 丄 啊 1 ) + £ ^ ^ ^ 一 1 斗 - 丨 + ^ ： ^ ) - ,u 
C3 C3 tr 5 - 2 C3 V 计 S - y 
= - t r (5E->) + •^"i ( / : : � � ) + rn ln c3 
c3 c3 tr b--
fQC-\y-\ 
+ i + ^ & " h . 
Th() risk of fl^.j is 
1 rj (fr v-i \ 
/?(E.p\E-') = -E tr (SE-') + -E — ^ + rn lii c, 
c3 c3 \tr S--J 
nn-\y-\ 




三 /^ (r,5-',E-') - /?(¾.^-') 
- <[丄£ tr (5T- i ) + jn\nr, - Eln|5T"^| — ni] 一 |丄/：； fr ( 5 ^ " ' ) 
1 (、:？ J t r.3 
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+ & [ H ， l + a c 3 — E l n W - i + f ^ - 4 
C3 tr S_2 _ tr b 丄 ] 
二 -^In |双-1| - [E pr f ; T ^ ^ 1 +Eln 见-1 + f ^ 
c3 tr S-^ _ tr S-么 
— = — 琴 - 1 丨 — ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 + 五 + 编 见 - 1 . 
C3 trS_2 \ tr S-^J 
Using the fact that ln | ( / + £ ^ ) SE'^ | = ln | ( / + ^；^) | + ln |5T_i | and ap-
plying Lemma 2.1 to the term ln|(/ + ^f^i^)| by letting {PS-^)/tr S - ) = A, it 
follows that 
r r v — i � > P r V ' (^-^S-^)1 , p \tr {PS-') ltT (/323—4)1 
i ^ ( S ) > --E [ ^^^_, J + E [ ^ ^ ^ - 2 (tr ^-2)2 _ 
— P r ^ ( t T S - ' i : - ' \ PW trS-'-
_ — 5 l trS-2 」十"—了 [(力厂3-2)2_. 
Finally, apply Lemma 3.2 to the first term and Lemma 2.2 to the numerator of 
the last term on the right hand side of the above inequality, we get 
等 1 ) ^ -• (…+柳 -？丑丨辯： 
= | r n + l ) + ^ f . (3.9) 
n 2 
A sufficient condition for F32(E"^) > 0 is 
— " ( … + ”+/^ ―尝 > 0 and 0 < / 3 < l 
n 2 
—("—爪 + 1 ) + 1 — 空 > 0 
n 2 — 
/5 n — m + 1 
— < 1 
2 - n 
m — 1 
— , n 
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that is, 
0 < / . < ^ ^ , n 
and the proof is completed. 
The greater the risk different i^2(S—i), the larger the improvement of our new 
estimator. Therefore, we should maximize the lower bound of F32(S—i) in (3.9). 
We take the first derivative of (3.9) and set it to zero, then we have 
| j | ^ ) + / ^ 4 1 = � 
of3 n 2 _ 
—(几—肌 + 1 ) + 1 — /3 = 0 
n 
/¾ 二 1 — 1 ^ ^ ^ 
n 
= ^ . (3.10) 
n 
If we take the second derivative of (3.9) , we get 
d' l-P{n-m + l) P'] 
^ [ n + ^ - y J = - 1 
< 0. 
Therefore, the lower bound of ^ ( E " ^ ) attains maximum at 
/¾ = ^ . n 
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3.4 Improved Estimation under L4 Loss Func-
tion 
In this section, we consider the L4 loss function defined in (3.2) and develop 
two orthogonally invariate estimators of the form 
绍 = C 4 (^S + j^Iv)j , 
and 
八 / p _ \ - i 
^ = C 4 ( S + ^ ^ S - 1 ) , 
as defined in (3.3) and (3.4). We will prove that these two estimators dominate 
the best linear estimator 048^ .^ 
/N 1 1 
Theorem 3.6 For n > m — 1, E4/ dominates ¢46'"^ if 
^ 2 ( m - l ) 
0<P<^^^TT-
n — m + 1 
Proof: The loss of E4/ is 
「1 ( 3 \ l2 
L(S:ii,E-i) = tr -[s+^^Im]^-'-Im 
L^ 4 V tr S-^ y J 
, [ 1 ^ .^ -1_ , / ^ S - l � , ]2 =计 1沪 +^ )^-‘_ 
, [ 1 fo^-i I P^-' V] + [2 (…,/^S-i�1 
=tr 召(见 +^7^) — M i ( ^ A 
^tr {Im) 
— l t r fsE-^SE-^ + 聊 - ' + 昨一2 \ 
一 c f V trS-i + (tr 5-1)2 
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-^>-1+卧"^ 
1 L t ^ y - i o y - U ^ 2/?tr (gE-^) pHr E'^l 
=召_计（见胚)+ tr 5-1 + {tr S-^)\ 
普(時?^卜-. 
The risk of Ej"/ is 
i^(^_i,E-i) = 1 i^Etr ( ^ E - ^ E - ) + 2/^E ( ¾ ¾ ^ ] + P'^ [ ^ ^ ^ 2 ] } 
-备 {到见 -1 ) +仲 [ ? ^ ] } + - . 
Define 
F41(E-1) 
= R { c 4 S - \ E - ^ ) - R { t ^ l , J ： - ^ ) 
=\E tr [S^-^Si:-^)-- + m 
c% C4 
f 1 Ffr r9y-ic^v-n , ^ F [ M ^ 1 , P \ [ tr S-2 1 
— U ( ) + 1 丑 [ t r S-^ J + ^ ^ [ W ^ \ 
2nm 2 / 3 j Z r S - i ] 1 
-E ^ ^ + m C4 C4 tr b 丄 J 
— 邓 p p^ E - n 2/3 \tr (5E-^)1 /32 r 力厂 ” - 2 -
二 ^ [t7^J — ^ [ trS-i J — 4 [{tr 6'-i)2_ . 
Apply Lemma 3.3 to the second term and Lemma 3.5 to the last term on the 
right hand side of the above equation, we get 
秘 - 1 ) 〉 - ? - [ 宗 ] - 署 卜 ) - 宗 ] - 5 [ ( — + < ^ ] 
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=f2f3 2P{n + 2) f3'{n - m + 1)\ ^ \tr E^1 (3.ll) 
二 w — ““^ ^ ) W s - i J. 
A sufficient condition for i^41(H-1) > 0 is 
2g_2 /3(n + 2 ) _ / 3 ^ ( n - m + l) ^ • and O < 0 < 1 
C4 cl cl 
^ 2(n + 2) / ^ ( n - m + l ) � ^ 
c4 C4 一 
< c4[2-2(n + 2)/c4 
一 n — m + 1 
— 2 c 4 - 2 ( n + 2) 
n — m + 1 
— 2 ( n + m + l) - 2n - 4 
n — m + 1 
— 2 ( m - l ) 
n — m + 1 ‘ 
and the proof is completed. 
The greater the risk different F41(E"^), the larger the improvement of our new 
estimator. Therefore, we should maximize the lower bound of i^(Z; - i ) in (3.11). 
We take the first derivative of the coefficient of the expected term in (3.11) 
and set it to zero, then we have 
！[丝 _ 2P{n + 2) _ /3^(n-m + l)1 _ • 
d|3 [ c4 cl cl J 
2 2(n + 2) 2 p { n - m + l) � 
;5 = 0 
C4 C| C4 
1 n + 2 2p{n - m +1) ^ 
1 2 2 = 0 
C4 C4 
^ _ c4[l - (n + 2)/c4 
"41 = ^ 
n — m + 1 
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n + m + 1 — n — 2 
n — m + 1 
= ^ ~ i , - (3.12) 
n — m + 1 
If we take the second derivative of the coefficient of the expected term in (3.11), 
we get 
炉 [ 空 2P{n + 2) _ /3^(n-m + l)" 
W L^ ^ ^ _ 
2 ( n - m + l) 
C4 
_ 2 ( n - m + l ) 
n + m + 1 
< 0. 
Therefore, the lower bound of i^4i(S—i) attains maximum at 
Ai = ~ ^ . 
n — m + 1 
•A- 1 1 
Theorem 3.7 For n > m — 3, EJ2 dominates C4>S if 
0 < “ < 2(n + m + l ) ( n - m + 4 / m - l ) — ^ 
— 一 (n — m + 3)2 . 
八 1 
Proof: The loss of EJ2 is 
i ( ^ i , S - i ) = tr [ 去 卜 嘉 3 - 1 ) ” - 1 - / 机 2 
= - 1 丄 ( 见 - 1 + 络 ) - 4 .C4 V tr s_2 y . 
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着 - 1 + 销 - ! + 1 + 锅 卜 
1 r (5'E"^S'"^E"^ \ 
= • ( 见 智 ) + — ( trS-2 ) 
+phr [ ^ " ' ^ " ' ^ " ! r ' 1 1 — - \tr {SE-') + 0tr f ^ ^ ^ ) l + m. 十" _ {tr ^-2)2 J J C4 [ � ) 、力厂3-2乂」 
The risk of E42^  is 
i ? ( S « S E - ) = * { • (驱 - 1见 - 1 ) ] + 2/3E 广 ( T / _ : i ^ i ) 
+ " 2 . r 7 ; - y - i ) ] } - ! — " 
. [ 销 ] 卜 . 
Define 
i ^ ( s - i ) 
三 i^(C45^-i,S-i)-i^(i^^S-i) 
——2f5 rtr(5'S-i6^-^E-i)1 f3^ \tr{S-^T.-^S-^Y.-^)' 
= ~ ^ [ tr S-2 J — ^  |_ {tr S-^y _ 
2/^JfrOS-iS- i ) l 
^i^ h W ^ . (3.1¾ 
Consider the second term on the right hand side of (3.13)， 
P^ hr{S-'E-^S-'E-')] = _ ^ \tr{S-^SE-^S~'j:~^y 
~4 [ {tr 5-2)2^J = "^^ [ {tr S-^y . 
� P W t r { S - ^ E - ' S i : - ' ) ] 
^ ~~J^ 7 ~ ~ ^ . [by Lemma 2.2 
C4 ZT 0 
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Now, we substitute the above inequality to (3.13), we get 
i^(S- i ) 
-2f3 ^ hr{S-'E-'SJ:-')] P'�\tT{S-'^-'SE-')] 2B \tr^S^^^' 
- . ^ ^ [ ~ " T ^ 2 " ^ J 一 ^, [~~^^~~J ； L trS-2 _ 
_ ( 2 " + 0 ' ) ^ \tr {S- '^ - 'SE- ' ) ] W j, Ur{S-^^-^y 
= ~ " ^ ~ ^ [ ~ " t T ^ ^ J + ^ L trS-^ . 
Finally, we apply Lemma 3.5 to the first term and Lemma 3.6 to the second term 
on the right hand side of the above equation. Then we get 
i ^ ( s - i ) 
-(2/3 + f3^) ( n - m + 3 \ ltr S"^1 ^ / 1 \ ^ \tr E_2_ 
- ^ [n-m^4/m-l) [tT^l ~^ U-m + S； [tr S-\ 
= f - ( 2 / 3 + /3^ ) ( n-m + 3 \ 2上 / 1 \ 1 ^ [ ^ 1 (3 � 
— \ cl V n - m + 4 / m - i ; c4 V n - m + S； j [力厂5^ —2� 
A sufficient condition for F42(S"^) > 0 is 
- {2P + f3^ ) ( n - m + 3 \ + ^ / 1 \ ^ •， 
C4 \n — m + 4/m — 1J c4 \n — m + 3/ — ， 
and 
0 < p < 1. 
Therefore, 
-(2 + 約 （ " + 3 ) + 2 ( 1 ) > 0 
C4 \n — m + 4/m — 1J \n — m + 3/ 
- 2 f n - m + 3 \ 2 P ( n - m + 3 \ 
+ � I 
C4 \n — m + 4/m — 1 ) n — m + 3 一 C4 \n — m + 4/m — 1J 
- 2 ( n - m + 3) ! 2¾ � ^ / n - m + 3 \ 
n — m + 4/m — 1 n — m + 3 — \n — m + 4/m — 1 ) ‘ 
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put C4 二 n + m + 1 in the above inequality, as a result, 
八 ^ Q ^ 2(n + m + l)(n - m + 4/m - 1) 
• < P � 7 , o\9 一 ， 
—y— ( n - m + 3)2 
and the proof is completed. 
The greater the risk different F42(E-i), the larger the improvement of our new 
estimator. Therefore, we should maximize the lower bound of i^(5]_i) in (3.14). 
We take the first derivative of the coefficient of the expected term in (3.14) and 
set it to zero, then we have 
d j"-(2/3 + /3 )^ / n - m + 3 \ ! 2f5 / 1 \1 = � 
dp cl \n - m + 4/m - 1 / c4 \n - m + 3 / J 
2 + 2f3 / n - m + 3 \ ! 2 / 1 \ = • 
cj \n - m + 4/m - 1 ) c4 \n - m + 37 
l + � f n — m + 3 \ I 1 = 0 
c4 \n — m + 4/m — 1J n — m + 3 
1 + P 1 / n - m + 4 / m - l\ _ • 
n + m + 1 n + m + 3 \ n — m + 3 ) ， 
we get 
/ ¾ = (" + " + 严 二 咖 - 1 ) — 1. (3.15) 
(n — m + 3尸 
If we take the second derivative of the coefficient of the expected term in (3.14), 
we get 
d^  [ — (2/3 + ,炉)f n - m + 3 \ ^ / 1 \" 
d/3^ [ C4 \n — m + 4/m — 1 y c4 \n — m + 3y 
2 / n - m + 3 \ 
—— I 
C4 \n — m + 4/m — 1 
< 0. 
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Therefore, the lower bound of F42{^-^) attains maximum at 
(n + m + l)(n — m + 4/m — 1) 一 工 
"42= ( n - m + 3)2 • 
3.5 Simulation Study 
In this section, a Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to compare the 
/s A ^ 1 ^ 1 
risks of E^ 3^  with t^l and E ^ under loss function L3; and also E~ with Ej"i 
A 1 _ 
and EJ2 under loss function L4. 
In our study, we take m to be 5 and 6; n to be 10, 20 and 40 when generate 
random matrix S from the Wishart distribution Wm(n,E). For the convenient 
and simplicity, the choices of E are always of the form diag{ai, a2,.. •, a^) where 
ai > 0. These choices are justified by the fact that all of our estimators discussed 
in this Chapter are scale and orthogonal invariant, so the risks induced by them 
are only depend on the eigenvalues of E. The justification is presented in the 
Lemma A3 of the Appendix II. 
For every generated random matrix S, we take the inverse to get matrix 5^—1， 
then various estimators and their losses were computed. The procedure was then 
repeated 1000 times to approximate the risk of an improved estimator by the 
average of these 1000 losses. For each risk estimation, we also computed the 
sample standard error and the percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) of 
our estimator over the best linear estimator. 
Table 9(a) and table 9(b) give the risk of the best linear estimator E: i , our 
/^ 1 -A- 1 
proposed estimators 巧 and E32 in the first, second and third columns respec-
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tively for each n under L3. The numbers in parentheses represent the estimated 
A 
value of the standard error. As the risks under each column labeled E" are the 
same, it indicates that the risk of t ' ^ is independent of the choice of S for fixed 
n, tHat is the constant risk property of E'^ we have mentioned in the beginning of 
this chapter. Moreover, it shows that the risk decrease when n increase for both 
improved estimators, but moderate risk improvements are attained for small n. 
In table 10, we present the PRIAL of t^l and E ^ under loss function L3, among 
^ 八 1 
each combination of n, m and E, E32^  always have better performance than E31 
under L3. 
^ 1 八 _ 1 
Table 11(a) and table(b) deal with the improved estimators E i^ and EJ2 
under L4. It also indicates that the risk decreases when n increases for each esti-
mators and the constant risk property of E~^ In table 12, we present the PRIAL 
of E4/ and E42 under L2. We find that E^l outperforms EJ2^  among different 
choices of E for the case n = 10. 
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Table 9a 
Simulated risks and standard error(xlQ-^)under LF3 {m = 5) 
(The numbers in parentheses represent the standard error) 
“ n == 10 n = 20 n = 40 
.^-- I 瑪二1 I ^  Rt:i I 御- I 彻.[1 彻- I A.^i  I i 
S = d _ ( l , l， l , l ’ l ) 
1.844 1.666 1.603 0.817 0.768 0.736 0.395 0.383 0.372 
(22.37) (20.74) (21.02) (9.21) (8.73) (8.59) | (4.7¾ (4.5¾ (4.49) 
S 二 (i_(5,4，3，2,l) 
1.844 1.673 1.630 0.817 0.770 0.751 0.395 0.384 0.378 
(22.37) (20.75) (20.80) (9.21) (8.73) (8.59) (4.73) (4.58) (4.52) 
E = (/za^(16,8,4,2,l) 
1.844 1.680 1.650 0.817 0.772 0.759 0.395 0.384 0.381 
(22.37) (20.77) (20.74) (9.21) (8.75) (8.64) | (4.7¾ (4.58) (4.54) 
E = diag{ l^ ,^AAA) 
1.844 1.680 1.648 0.817 0.771 0.756 0.395 0.384 0.379 
(22.37) (20.78) (20.80) (9.21) (8.76) (8.67) (4.72) (4.58) (4.53) 
E = dmp(16,8, l , l , l ) 
1.844 1.675 1.632 0.817 0.770 0.749 0.395 0.384 0.376 
(22.37) (20.78) (20.89) (9.21) (8.76) (8.66) (4.72) (4.57) (4.51) 
E 二 tiiap(16，l,l,l，l) 
1.844 1.670 1.617 0.817 0.769 0.742 0.395 0.383 0.374 
(22.37) (20.73) (20.92) (9.21) (8.75) (8.62) (4.72) (4.57) (4.51) 
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Table 9b 
Simulated risks and standard error(xlO"^)under LFs {m = 6) 
(The numbers in parentheses represent the standard error) 
n = 10 n = 20 n = 40 
Rt,} I Rt-^ I ^ I  c^-,^  I ^t-^ I ^t-j I 彻。-)r^"ii %.^ 
E = c i_ ( l , l , l， l , l， l ) 
2.756 2.486 2.419 1.177 1.104 1.060 0.546 0.527 0.511 
(27.64) (25.93) (24.19) (11.36) (10.77) (10.64) (5.38) (5.20) (5.09) 
E = dza^(6,5,4,3,2,l) 
2.756 2.495 2.448 1.177 1.107 1.082 0.546 0.528 0.520 
(27.64) (22.92) (26.15) (11.36) (10.79) (10.64) | (5.38) (5.21) (5.13) 
E = ^m^(32,16,8,4,2,l) 
2.756 2.507 2.477 1.177 1.112 1.097 0.546 0.529 0.525 
(27.64) (22.99) (26.00) (11.36) (10.81) (10.70) || (5.38) (5.21) (5.16) 
E = dmp(32,16,8,4,l,l) 
2.756 2.507 2.475 1.177 1.112 1.095 5.461 0.529 0.524 
(27.64) (25.98) (26.08) (11.36) (10.80) (10.69) || (5.38) (5.21) (5.16) 
E = dm^(32,16,8,l , l , l ) 
2.756 2.502 2.460 1.177 1.111 1.086 0.546 0.529 0.520 
(27.64) (26.01) (26.22) (11.36) (10.78) (10.67) (5.38) (5.21) (5.15) 
E = dmc/(32,16,l , l , l , l ) 
2.756 2.495 2.444 1.177 1.108 1.077 0.546 0.528 0.517 
(27.64) (26.00) (26.32) (11.36) (10.78) (10.65) (5.38) (5.22) (5.13) 
S = c ^ _ ( 3 2 , l , l , l , l , l ) 
2.756 2.491 2.431 1.177 1.106 1.067 0.546 0.528 0.514 
(27.64) (25.94) (26.37) (11.36) (10.77) (10.64) (5.38) (5.21) (5.11) 
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Table 10 
PRIAL of E;i over t ' ^ under LF3 
3^1^  3^2^  
一 E n = 10 n = 20 n = 40 n 10 n = 20 n = 40 
diag(l’l,l,l，l) 9.680 6.005 3.163 13.081 9.940 5.916 
diag(5,4,3,2,l)~" 9.305 5.761 2.928 11.645 8.082 4.396 
diag(16,8,4,2,l) 8.913 5.503 2.740 10.569 7.037 3.673 
diag(16,8,4,l,l) 8.894 5.538 2.772 10.668 7.391 4.023 
diag(16,8,l,l,l) 9.176 5.666 2.923 11.515 8.251 4.737 
diag(16,l,l,l,l) 9.435 5.855 3.040 12.329 9.136 5.344 
diag(l,l,l,l,l,l) 9.791 6.219 3.490 12.227 9.990 6.344 
diag(6,5,4,3,2,l) 9.461 5.946 3.338 11.178 8.112 4.812 
diag(32,16,8,4,2,l) 9.035 5.574 3.119 10.145 6.812 3.945 
diag(32,16,8,4,l,l) 9.027 5.547 3.064 10.191 7.020 4.112 
diag(32,16,8,l,l,l) 9.213 5.663 3.170 10.739 7.752 4.744 
diag(32,16,l,l,l,l) 9.465 5.853 3.276 11.342 8.566 5.304 
diag(32,l,l,l,l,l) 9.635 6.103 3.406 11.806 9.376 5.859 
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Table 11a 
Simulated risks and standard error (xlO"^)under LF^ (m = 5) 
(The numbers in parentheses represent the standard error) 
n - 10 n = 20 n = 40 
^ - / I ~7ii I ^ - .^ ^ t , } I Rt-^ I ~ 7 � i II ^^c-; I ^ t - l ^ 
E = cZ_(l，l,l，l,l) 
1.846 1.715 1.800 1  1.143 1.087 1.079 0.657 0.639 0.625 
(14.11) (14.88) (14.38) (10.23) (10.45) (10.29) (7.11) (7.17) (7.05) 
E = (i_(5,4,3,2，l) 
1.846 1.720 1.801 1.143 1.089 1.088 0.657 0.640 0.633 
(14.11) (14.92) (14.36) (10.23) (10.4¾ (10.27) | (7.11) (7.17) (7.08) 
E = c/m^(16,8,4,2,l) 
1.846 1.725 1.802 1.143 1.091 1.094 0.657 0.6416 0.637 
(14.11) (14.94) (14.35) (10.23) (10.44) (10.28) (7.11) (7.18) (7.11) 
E = dm^(16,8,4,l,l) 
1.846 1.724 1.802 1.143 1.091 1.091 0.657 0.641 0.635 
(14.11) (14.88) (14.34) (10.23) (10.47) (10.30) || (7.11) (7.17) (7.10) 
E - diag{16,8,l,l,l) 
1.846 1.720 1.801 1.143 1.090 1.087 0.657 0.640 0.631 
(14.11) (14.84) (14.36) (10.23) (10.48) (10.30) (7.11) (7.17) (7.08) 
E = dmp(16, l , l , l , l ) 
1.846 1.717 1.801 1.143 1.088 1.082 0.657 0.639 0.628 
(14.11) (14.88) (14.37) (10.23) (10.46) (10.29) (7.11) (7.17) (7.06) 
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Table 11b 
Simulated risks and standard error (xlO-^)under LF4 {m = 6) 
(The numbers in parentheses represent the standard error) 
~ n = 10 n = 20 n 二 40 
I 5 Z L 5 Z E ^ Z E Z n 5 Z r ^ 3 5 Z 5 Z 5 ^ 
E = diag{l,lAAAA) 
2.451 2.285 2.407 1.556 1.479 1.465 0.881 .854 0.831 
(13.67) (14.73) (13.96) (11.81) (12.11) (11.94) | (7.42) (7.48) (7.36) 
E - dmc/(6,5,4,3,2,l) 
2.451 2.292 2.407 1.556 1.483 1.478 0.881 0.855 0.842 
(13.67) (14.69) (13.95) (11.81) (12.19) (11.99) (7.42) (7.48) (7.39) 
E = (imp(32,16,8,4,2,l) 
2.451 2.299 2.406 1.556 1.487 1.488 0.881 0.856 0.848 
(13.67) (14.68) (13.94) (11.81) (12.24) (12.04) || (7.42) (7.49) (7.43) 
E = ^m^(32,16,8,4,l,l) 
2.451 2.298 2.405 1.556 1.487 1.484 0.881 0.857 0.847 
(13.67) (14.70) (13.95) (11.81) (12.19) (11.98) || (7.42) (7.49) (7.42) 
E = ^m^(32,16,8,l,l,l) 
2.451 2.292 2.405 1.556 1.485 1.478 0.881 0.856 0.842 
(13.67) (14.65) (13.94) (11.81) (12.17) (11.96) || (7.42) (7.49) (7.40) 
E = dm^^(32,16,l,l,l,l) 
2.451 2.288 2.405 1.556 1.482 1.4763 0.881 0.855 0.838 
(13.67) (14.67) (13.95) (11.81) (12.15) (11.94) (7.42) (7.50) (7.39) 
E = dm^^(32,l,l,l,l,l) 
2.451 2.286 2.406 1.556 1.480 1.468 0.881 0.854 0.834 
(13.67) (14.69) (13.96) (11.81) 12.14) (11.95) (7.42) (7.49) (7.38) 
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Table 12 
PRIAL of £ ; i over E"/ under LF^ 
_ S4"l^  ^42 
E n = 10 n 20 n = 40 n = 10 n = 20 n = 40 
“ d i a g ( l , l , l , l , l ) ~ " 7.114 4.961 2.811 2.474 5.625 4.917 
~~diag(5,4,3,2,l)~~ 6.839 4.754 2.564 2.418 4.818 3.671 
diag(16,8,4,2,l) 6.562 4.536 2.377 2.366 4.344 3.075 
diag(16,8,4,l,l) 6.615 4.55 2.410 2.406 4.557 3.421 
diag(16,8,l,l,l) 6.849 4.663 2.539 2.461 4.937 3.985 
diag(16,l,l,l,l) 6.967 4.850 2.682 2.469 5.323 4.481 
diag(l,l,l,l,l,l) 6.804 4.952 3.125 1.797 5.835 5.719 
diag(6,5,4,3,2,l) 6.518 4.696 3.001 1.823 4.984 4.458 
diag(32,16,8,4,2,l) 6.204 4.396 2.816 1.844 4.358 3.712 
diag(32,16,8,4,l,l) 6.279 4.447 2.779 1.890 4.615 3.925 
diag(32,16,8,l,l,l) 6.488 4.568 2.864 1.906 5.006 4.476 
diag(32,16,l,l,l,l) 6.661 4.714 2.947 1.876 5.339 4.932 




Suppose the random matrix S has a Wishart distribution with unknown ma-
trix E and n degress of freedom. For a matrix Vmxm 二 (Kj(S)) and a scalar h(S), 
assume that the functions V(S)h(S) satisfy the condition of Stokes，theorem, Haff 
1979 derived an identity 
E[h(S)tr(E-'V)] = 2E[h(S) tr(BV)] + 2^;|tr[^^V(i/2)]| 
+(n-m-l)E[h(S) tr(S-'V)], 
where 
V(r)=rV + (l-r) diag(V). 
And D be the matrix differential operators defined as 
《•^• = ^ 1 + 知)‘， 
and 6ij is the Knonecker deltas. 
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Appendix II 
Lemma A1 Given S � W ^ ( n , E), and let h{S) 二 l # r S-\ then 
dh — 2S'(2) 
^ = {tr s-^y 
Proof . Let R diagonalize S, i.e. S = RAR\ A = diag{h，• •.，lm), (the k dis-
tinct a.e.). Let R 二 （ ¾ , i ^ , . . •, Rmh the eigenvectors given by Rt 二（?¾, r^，•..，rw)� 
t = 1，•. •，m. The standard result is recorded by Haff 1979, 
df{lw-,lm) 二 � f m [ ^ ] 
dsij — k � ^ J � 3 s J 
— ' E r = i ^ ^ ( f ) , i " = J 
^ Er=i ^ m ( f ) , i^i^J 
For the case h{S) = 1/tr S~^, we know 
f)L —dtr S-^ 
肌 = dS ⑴ 
dS — ( t r S - � “ 
Put tr 5-2 = Er=i 念 二 / ’ we get 
丝 = 」 
% " 11' 
Therefore, 
/ -2sn^ \ 




- 4 ¾ ' •. • 
V - 2 ‘ ? J 
= _ ( 4 S - 3 - 2 d i a g 5 ^ - 3 ) 
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=—2(25^-3 — diag5"^) 
= " 2 5 ' ( 2 ) -
The-proof is completed if we substitue the above result to (1). 
Lemma A2 Let 5^—1 � I W m { n - m - 1，S—” and 5*-^ � 7 W ( n — m — 1, A—”， 
where E = HAH'. Then under the loss functions Li and L2, the risks induced 
by our scale and othorgonal invariant estimators E"H^) is equal to by E_i(*S*). 
That is, the risks are only depend on the eigenvalues of E. 
Proof. 
We use the notation t '^ {S ) to emphasize that the estimator £—i is a function of 
S. 
Let 
^ ; i ( ^ = c , ^ i , 
巧丄⑶= Q S - � & i m , 
幼 約 = + - 1 + ^ 斗 
for certain nonnegative constants P and i = 1，2. 
(A) Under the loss function Li 
(i) E-^ = c i5- i , 
i^(E_i，;S—i) = E tr{ciS-^^) - ln |ci6'-^| - m 
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二 E tr{ciS-^HAH') - ln\ciS-^HAH'\ — m 
= E tr{ciH'S-^HA) — ln\ciH'S-^Hh\ — m 
= E tr{ciS'-^A) - ln lci5*-^A| — m 
=iMS*-i，A-i). 
(ii) E - l = ^ [ 5 ^ - l + ( /V f r^ lm] , 
iM^^i ,5Ti ) 
= E i ^ t r (ci S - i + j ^ I m S ) - ln Cl 5"^ + j ^ I ^ S - m | 
= E | t r ( c i S - i + ^Ira HKH^ — ln ci ^"^ + j^Im HAH' 一 m | 
二 + (C1 [ i T ^ + J ^ ^ ^ l r . ] A ) - ln 卜卜‘竹 + ^ r r l ^ 4 ] ^ — ^ } 
=叫小[f + ^^‘卜)-ln 卜[^ *" + ^ ^4]A! - ^} 
= i M i r _ i , A - i ) . 
(iii) E - ' = c i [S - ' + (/^/tr ^2)^], 
Ri(E-',E-') 
=^(trfcJ^-i + ^^lE^-ln c,ls-'^^s]E -m] 
1 V l_ 力厂伊 J / L ^ s : J J 
=E[tr fci |5^-1 + - ^ ^ 1 H K H � — ln ci [^"^ + j ^ s ] HAH' — m > 
1 V L trS2 J y L 力厂炉 J J 
= ^ { ^ - ( ^ 1 [ ^ ' S - ' H + 计(丑？炉丑严丑卜)-ln |ci \^H'S-'H 
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+ ^ T T ^ H — } 
= + ( + - 1 + ^ ] A ) - l n | + - i + 》 * 卜 | — 
二 iMir—i，A-i). 
(B) Under loss function L2 
(i) E-i = C25-\ 
i^ i ( f r i ,S - i ) = E[tr{c2S-^^ - Imf] 
=E[tr{c2S-^HKH' - Imf] 
=E[tr{c2H'S-^HK - Imf] 
=E[tr{c2S^'"K-Imf] 
=iMir—i，A-i). 
(ii) E-l=C2[5-^ + (/^/tr S)Iml 
i ? 2 ( i r l , S - l ) = 小卜 S] + j^Im ^-Ir)j I 
=£；卜卜 S-l + j^Im HkH' - /^^ I 
二 + ( 如 - 1 丑 + ^ ^ 7 ^‘卜 -‘) 2 } 
=£；卜卜 S“ + J^Im A-/m) } 
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=场(£*-1,八-1). 
(iii) t - ' = C2[S-' + {P/tr S')S], 
&(£-i’s-i) 二 斗 厂 卜 卜 ^ + — ‘)} 
二 制 + - 1 + ^ +八伊一‘) I 
= + ( 如 - 1 丑 + ^ 7 ^ 細 卜 ‘ ) 2 } 
= 斗厂 (十 - 1 + ^ 小 一 ‘ ) I 
=i?2(ir-i,A-i). 
Thus, the proof is completed. 
Lemma A3 Let 5^ _i � / W " ^ ( n - m — 1, E—” and 5^ *_i � / W ( n - m — 1，A—i)， 
where E = HKH'. Then under the loss functions L3 and L4, the risks induced by 
our scale and othorgonal invariant estimators E"^(5') are equal to by E_i(5^*). 
That is, the risks are only depend on the eigenvalues of E. 
Proof. 
八 1 A 1 
First of all, we use the notation E"^(5') to emphasize that the estimator S—丄 is a 
function of S. 
K{s)-^ = c,s-\ 
%i{S)-^ = Q S - � ^ m ， 
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厂 0 r ' 
s w ^ - i 二 Q s - i + & s ； 
for certain nonnegative constants 0 and i = 3,4. 
(A) Under the loss function L3 = tr(EE"^) - ln |EE-^ | — m 
(i) E-^ = C3^-S 
R3(E-\ S - i ) = E tr{l/csS^-') — ln |l/c3^E-^| 一 m 
=E tr{l/c3SHA-^H') - \n\l/c3SHA-^H'\ - m 
=E tr{l/csH'SHA-^) - ln|l/c^iT577A-i| —饥 
= E tr{l/csS*A-^) - ln |l/c36'*A"'| — m 
二 i^(f i*- i ,A-i ) . 
(ii) t - ' =C3[S^{P/tr S- ' )Im]-\ 
场(^ 1^，2-1) 
= E { t r [1/C3 ^S + 去 ‘ ) 5 T i j - ln|l/c3 ( 5 + ^ / ^ ) S - i | 一 m } 
= E i ^ t r l/c3(^S + j ^ J m ^ H A - ' H ' - l n l / c 3 ( ^ S ^ j ^ J m ^ H A - ' H ' - m | 
= + 卜 卜 + 汁 ( 二 丑 ) 今 - 1 
- + 如 〜 ( 二 丑 ) 今 - 1 - - } 
= ^ | t r l / c 3 ( y + ^ ^ ^ " | ^ / ^ ) A - i - l n l/c3 5* + j ^ ^ I m A—1 - m | 
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=i^ ( i r—i ,A - i ) . 
(iii) t - ^ = c^[S + {f5|tr S-^)S-^]-\ 
i M S - i , S - i ) 
二 + [ i / + + ^ d ^ - H + + ^ ^ � i > - 1 - - } 
= £ ; | t r [ l / c 3 ^ 5 + ^ ^ - ^ ) i ^ A - ^ ^ ' ] - ln |l/c3 ^S + ^ ^ " ^ ) HA' 'H'^ - m | 
= ^ | t r [ 1 / c 3 [ n ^ S H + , , J s - m ) ^ ' ' ~ ' ^ ) ^ " i - i n | i / c 3 ( ^ ' M 
+ ^ ； ！ ^ 叫 斗 爪 丨 
= + [ 1 / + + 去 吟 - 1 ] - ！ 如 卜 去 外 叫 ― - } 
=i?3(£*—i，A-i). 
(B) Under loss function L4 = tr (EE~^ — /爪尸 
(i) E - i = q f i , 
「 / 1 Vl 
i?4(iri，E-i) = Etr(-STrLlm 
. V c 4 ) . 
� / 1 \ 1 
=E tr(-SHA-^H'] -I^ 
.Vc4 J J 
r (1 \ _ 
二 Etr(—H'SHJi-i - I I 
.Vc4 y J 
� (1 \ 1 
=E tr - S ' * A - M - I l .V^4 y � 
=i?4(ir—i，A-i). 
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(ii) t - ^ = c^[S + {P|tr S-^)ImY\ 
_ - i ’ ” - i ) 二 + [ K “ ^ + - i - 4 } 
2 
- 二 + 卧 + 知 ) 丑 八 - 叫 } 
2 
二 +[全卜〜(二^^ )今叫} 
2 
=+[去卜》+-1-‘] } 
= i ^ ( l r - i , A - i ) . 
(iii) t - ^ = c,[S^{P|tT S-^)S-^]-\ 
2 
_”-i) = +[去卜‘十-‘]} 
= + [ 轮 + ‘ 叫 似 - 1 " - 4 } 
- 4 屯 卜 + ^ 7 7 ^ § ^ 丑 — 八 叫 2 } 
2 
= + [去卜去今 1 - ‘ ] } 
二 i?4(£*-i，A-i). 
Thus, the proof is completed. 
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